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Abstract 

The utilization of soft power has been important in public diplomacy going            

beyond conventional diplomacy. The use of food in the realm of public diplomacy is              

known as gastrodiplomacy. Gastrodiplomacy as the new development of public          

diplomacy plays as a medium to increase cultural influence by highlighting the cultural             

traits of culinary culture. In order to deepen our understanding of gastrodiplomacy, this             

research studies gastrodiplomacy using South Korea as a case. In particular, it analyzes             

how South Korea has implemented gastrodiplomacy through the promotion of the           

country’s national cuisine, namely the Global Hansik Campaign. Further, it explores the            

impacts of its success on the country. The topic is analyzed within the concept of soft                

power, public diplomacy, and cultural diplomacy, as well as gastrodiplomacy. This           

research found that, in the case of South Korea: 1) through strategic communication in its               

implementation, gastrodiplomacy helps South Korea foster cultural influence abroad as          

Hansik gains global popularity; 2) the impacts of which are proven quantitatively in the              

following points: the increase of foreign people's attention on Korean food as well as its               

image, the rise of foreign people's satisfaction with Korean food, an improvement of the              

National Brand Index (NBI), the rise of international cooperation established in the food             

industry with overseas Korean restaurants, and the growth of a tourism sector that             

developed food as a major consideration for visiting South Korea.  

 

Keywords: Gastrodiplomacy, Soft Power, Cultural Diplomacy, Global Hansik        

Campaign, Non-State Actors, Korean Wave, Global Popularity 
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軟實力在不同於傳統外交的公眾外交上佔有重要地位；在公眾外交領域中，以食物

做為媒介的外交模式被稱為「美食外交」。這種透過美食進而分享一國文化遺產的

新型外交模式，不僅能增加文化影響力，同時也提升提升外國民眾對本國文化的認

識。本研究以韓國為例，透過文獻資料分析與深度訪談，試圖分析韓國如何透過推

廣「韓食」，即「全球韓食運動」，來達到其以提升外國民眾對韓國文化的認識進

而帶動觀光旅遊發展為主的外交目的。此外，本論文透過外國民眾對韓食的滿意

杜、國家品牌指數、海外韓食餐廳數目增加、飲食產業上國際合作的提升等指標，

來探討了「全球韓食運動」的成功對該國的影響。本研究發現：1. 隨著韓食在在全 

球範圍內的普及，美食外交中關鍵的戰略溝通作用幫助韓國推展其文化影響力；2. 

其影響可由以下幾項數據證實，如外國民眾對韓食的關注增加以及對韓食的滿意度

提升、韓國國家品牌指數上揚、海外韓國餐廳數目增加、韓食成為赴韓觀光旅遊的

重要原因、以及韓國在飲食產業上有越來越多的國際合作。 

 

關鍵詞：美食外交、軟實力、文化外交、全球韓食運動、韓流。 
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[ 

1. gs

Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Research Background 

Globalization has expanded space between nations that allows the transnational          

movement of goods, ideas, values, and people around the world. The common features of              

this process of globalization increase integration, interdependence, and convergence of          

many aspects such as economic, social, and cultural practices across different countries.            

Strategies of marketing and promotion are therefore considerably important for a country            

to adopt in order to communicate with foreign publics, raise awareness of a country’s              

brands, and attract tourists and foreign investments (Lee, 2016).  

In such a globalized world, the utilization of soft power has been important in              

public diplomacy going beyond conventional diplomacy. Food is part of human culture            

and has a great potential to be utilized as national soft power. Gastrodiplomacy as a new                

development of public diplomacy plays as a medium to share cultural heritage through             

food with the hope to increase cultural influence among foreign publics. Many countries             

have invested capital resources to develop the practice of gastrodiplomacy in order to             

enhance the awareness of the country, culture, national cuisine, as well as to develop              

diplomacy. South Korea has been considered to be one country that has achieved great              

success as will be discussed later in this thesis.  

Over the past two decades, South Korea has become famous for its popular             

culture, also known as ‘Korean Wave’ or Hallyu . Hallyu has been seen as South Korea’s               

national brand in the realm of popular culture. The rising popularity of Hallyu abroad has               

started to increase the awareness of foreigners toward the country and generate awareness             

toward other aspects, especially food. Thanks to TV dramas, reality shows, and Mukbang             

(eating broadcast) on social media platforms, people from outside of South Korea are             

attracted to try the taste of Korean food at Korean restaurants in their home countries or                

directly visit South Korea for a genuine food experience.  
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The increased recognition of Korean food globally is an innovation for South             

Korea’s public diplomacy strategy (MOFA, 2017). The diplomatic use of food by South             

Korea actually started decades ago. The so-called Kimchi War between Korea and Japan             

presents the role of Kimchi in diplomatic relations (Cwiertka, 2014). Kimchi is one of              

the authentic culinary brands of South Korea and represents Korean food culture to the              

extent that many call such a diplomatic practice as ‘Kimchi diplomacy’ (Pham, 2013).  

The government has officially included Hansik (derived from the phrase Hanguk           

Eumsik, meaning Korean food) as one of the main tools of public diplomacy since 2008.               

South Korea has eagerly promoted Hansik through the constitutive management run by            

the government called the Global Hansik Campaign under the Ministry of Food,            

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MFAFF) since the start of Lee Myung-bak’s           

presidential term in 2009. This has been seen as a state-based promotional activity of              

South Korea in making Korean food popular. Their main programs include quadrupling            

the number of Korean restaurants abroad as well as running consultations with existing             

Korean restaurants abroad to raise national culinary brand awareness globally. The South            

Korean government has been investing in fruitful sectors to promote its cuisine abroad,             

such as by promoting Korean restaurants abroad, hosting food festivals, and utilizing the             

entertainment industries.  

On the other hand, with the advancement of information technology and the rise             

of Hallyu , the role of citizens in South Korea’s food promotion programs is also a               

phenomena that deserves attention by academics or policy practitioners as their roles            

contribute enormously to South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy. All of these efforts are           

performed by considering that the globalization of national cuisines is believed to benefit             

a country in many ways. In particular, this can help a country achieve certain cultural               

diplomatic gains and outreach.  

This research explores gastrodiplomacy through the global promotion of a          

country’s national cuisine, using South Korea as a case. In particular, it examines South              

Korea’s gastrodiplomacy institutions, goals, tools, actors, and methods employed to          

implement gastrodiplomacy by linking it to South Korea's ability to spread cultural            
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influence to the international community through its national cuisine. Furthermore, it           

analyzes achievements and challenges brought to the country in conducting          

gastrodiplomacy.  

 

1.2. Motivation and Purpose 

Studying other cultures can be started by experiencing their food culture. As a             

master degree candidate in the IMAS program, this particular way of thinking inspires             

me to study the ways in which food can impact cross-cultural understanding, especially             

considering the explosion of international travel as a global trend in the 21st century.              

The significance of food’s role in international relations can be seen in what academics              

on food studies call gastrodiplomacy. As the term is relatively new, this thesis attempts              

to study gastrodiplomacy by providing a deeper discussion on the topic’s concept and             

implementation. To do so, this thesis explores the types of strategies employed in             

implementing gastrodiplomacy and how those strategies are associated with the          

practices in cultural diplomacy that expand the use of soft power. This research also              

further discusses the benefits of implementing gastrodiplomacy for a country in           

achieving impactful national objectives.  

This thesis uses the case of South Korea. South Korea is one notable case to               

discuss gastrodiplomacy. First, South Korea is a middle power country whose status            

affects policies regarding public diplomacy, which is associated with the idea of            

promoting a positive image abroad or enhancing a national brand. Second, regarding the             

K-Wave abroad, Korean food culture is rising in popularity and can be an entry level to                

let others know South Korea better. Third, related to the second point, there has been a                

considerable growth of instances in which South Korea is used for related content in              

online network communities inside and outside the country. Regarding this, Paul           

Rockower, who coined the term himself, states that track 3 diplomacy or            

people-to-people diplomacy is additional yet potential in the future practice of           

gastrodiplomacy. In the case of South Korea, what impressed me the most is the              

growing popularity of Mukbang, or 'eating-broadcast', content as one of South Korea's            
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culinary brands. This motivated me to learn more about how South Korea would             

transform such chances into activities to use food as soft power for positive diplomatic              

gains.  

 

1.3. Research Questions  

This research addresses two questions: first, how does South Korea conduct           

gastrodiplomacy through the promotion of Hansik to the global community? Second,           

what are the impacts of South Korea’s success in gastrodiplomacy for the country? 

Within the context of cultural diplomacy, the first question is addressed through            

the examination of South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy strategy and goal, namely through the            

analysis of its food promotion activity, the Global Hansik Campaign. The analysis proves             

that South Korea has eagerly sought to globalize Korean food, a process that is aligned               

with the attempt to spread cultural influence and raise national brand awareness on the              

global stage by introducing and making Korean food appealing to global audiences. Such             

a goal is being realized not only through state-sponsored food promotion activities such             

as the Global Hansik Campaign but also by an enormous support, directly or indirectly,              

from nonstate-based resources such as its citizens: the use of online media and live              

promotion activities such as food festivals, celebrities, TV programs, and social media            

are contributing to providing culinary contact zones for foreign publics. With           

globalization effects and the advances of information technology causing the increasing           

global recognition toward South Korea recently, this in turn makes the constitutive use of              

Hallyu content prominent.  

The second question is addressed through an evaluation based on gastrodiplomacy           

indicators: communicating culinary culture to target publics, fostering cultural influence,          

and impacting other related sectors. By defining success as global popularity, this thesis             

further assesses gastrodiplomacy achievements in some key areas, namely national          

brands, cross-cultural collaboration, and tourism. The outcomes of this analysis show that            

the increasing global popularity of Hansik can raise international awareness of South            

Korea’s culinary brand, increase cross-cultural collaboration, and help to improve the           
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country’s tourism sector. The findings also reveal some challenges in conducting           

gastrodiplomacy that have appeared because of South Korea’s current situation in this            

matter.  

 

1.4. Research Method and Framework  

This study involves qualitative research. Qualitative research is a method that           

focuses its observation on nonnumerical data, namely, qualitative data. Qualitative data           

captures ‘meanings, concepts, definitions, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and        

descriptions of things’ rather than ‘counts and measures of things,’ as in quantitative             

data. (Berg, 2001). As has been elaborated by Berg, a qualitative study ‘properly seeks              

answers to questions by examining various social settings and individuals who inhabit            

these settings’. As South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy is chosen to be studied, this research             

can also be categorized as a qualitative case study.  

The sources to be analyzed are secondary data that were retrieved from Korean             

Food Promotion Institute (KFPI) under the MFAFF as well as from the Ministry of              

Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and the Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism (MCST).            

These data include documents such as white papers, official reports, and surveys.            

Library research was also required for this research, which includes books, journals,            

academic papers, and articles on organizational websites. As Merriam has pointed out,            

‘documents of all types can help the researcher uncover meaning, develop           

understanding, and discover insights relevant to the research problem’ (Bowen, 2009).           

The focus is placed on data that shows any notion of the implementation of South               

Korea’s gastrodiplomacy. 

As such, for the analytic process, I employ a document analysis to analyze those              

selected relevant data. According to Bowen (2009), document analysis refers to a            

qualitative analysis method focusing on reviewing and evaluating documents and          

involves a process of skimming, reading, and interpretation. This type of analysis            

method is exceptionally useful for qualitative case studies.  
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An in-depth interview was also conducted to support the research analysis           

process. An in-depth interview is necessary for this research to validate findings and             

provide updated information related to South Korean gastrodiplomacy. Because of the           

peak season of companies and busy schedules in KFPI at the time I asked for an                

interview, the intended interviewees preferred to answer questions through email. I           

interviewed four individuals for this research. The interviewees come from two places:            

the KFPI and the food service company, Our Home. KFPI plays a major role in running                

the Global Hansik Campaign as is discussed in detail in the main chapters of this thesis.                

Likewise, food service companies such as Our Home provide Korean food product            

chains in the Global Hansik Campaign.  

The KFPI appointed Park Seung-kyu, the auditor at KFPI to answer all the             

questions. The Public Relations team and Management Planning team of KFPI also            

joined the process by answering further questions. Another interviewee was the           

international marketing promoter of Our Home (see Figure. 1). Her responsibility in this             

position has been managing the overseas promotion plan for the company mainly in the              

United States, China, and Taiwan.  

The last interviewee is Mr. Zaini. He is a lecturer in the degree program of               

Korean Language and Culture of the Faculty of Humanities, University of Indonesia,            

and had previously served as the director of the program. His areas of expertise include               

Korean studies in the fields of culture, history, literature, society, tourism, and language.             

With this background of studies, his thoughts on specific topics such as Korean food and               

its cultural identity help to enrich the information in this thesis.  

 

No. Interviewee Place Medium Time of Interview 

1.  Park Seung-kyu KFPI Email  1 Friday, May 10, 2019 

2. International Our Home Email Wednesday, August 21, 

1 Interview answers are attached in the appendix section. 
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Marketing Promoter Company 2019 

3. Public Relations 

Team 

KFPI Email Thursday, September 

19, 2019 

4. Management 

Planning Team 

KFPI Email Thursday, September 

19, 2019 

5. Zaini University of 

Indonesia 

Email Thursday, October 24, 

2019 

 

Figure 1. Information of in-depth interview 

 

The analysis in this research is mainly based on Paul Rockower’s theory of             

gastrodiplomacy, a concept that he has built upon, and the issue has become a major               

reference used by many scholars such as Mary Jo Pham, Juyan Zhang, Suntikul             

Wantanee, Anna Lipscomb, and others. In Rockower’s writing The State of           

Gastrodiplomacy , background, definition, implementation, potential impacts, as well as         

the role of gastrodiplomacy are explained. To give the reader a preview of this research               

direction, a research framework is presented in Figure 1 and further explanation is             

discussed in the following sections (see subsection 2.3).  
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Figure 2. Research framework 

 

1.5. Chapter Outlines  

This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter provides an            

introduction of conducting this research. The content includes the research background,           

motivation and purpose, questions, method and framework, as well as the chapter            

outline.  

The second chapter of this research is the literature review. This section            

elaborates upon the relevant terminologies used in this research, which include sections            

on soft power, public diplomacy, and gastrodiplomacy. The evaluation of          

gastrodiplomacy as well as the examples of gastrodiplomacy practices by other five            

countries are also discussed specifically in the subsections of the literature review. 

The third chapter begins the main analysis of this research. To do so, this              

chapter focuses on the Global Hansik Campaign and South Korea’s efforts to globalize             
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Korean cuisines abroad. This section first explains the role of state-based food            

promotion activities, namely the Global Hansik Campaign, in South Korea’s          

gastrodiplomacy, covering its structures and programs in the realm of public and cultural             

diplomacy. Further, this chapter also touches upon the utilization of K-Wave and            

Mukbang to discuss the role of citizens as gastrodiplomats or ambassadors and outreach.  

Following the analysis in the previous chapter, the fourth chapter analyzes the            

impacts of South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy on the country. Based on the concept of             

evaluating gastrodiplomacy and the example of practices applied by other countries, the            

impacts are discussed in three main key areas of South Korea’s sectors: international             

awareness, cross-cultural collaboration, and tourism.  

The fifth chapter concludes all findings and their implications on the topic.            

Apart from summarizing the findings of the research, this section also includes            

challenges to South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy as well as research limitations.  

The references included in this thesis were collected through various sources,           

including books, research journals, government websites, and articles as well as           

magazines. Finally, all of the interview records are presented in the appendix 
 

2. Hjh  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

Before one talks about gastrodiplomacy, it is necessary to know what elements            

constitute gastrodiplomacy in order to better understand its concept, position, role, and            

function before applying it to the analysis of this research. Gastrodiplomacy is a form of               

diplomatic practice that wield food culture as its tool. In international relations study,             

gastrodiplomacy is strongly related to two terms: soft power and public diplomacy.            

Discussion on related terms as well as its relations to one another is elaborated in sections                

below. A subsection on evaluating gastrodiplomacy is also included in the following            

section. This is important considering that it helps to direct the analysis on the              

effectiveness of  gastrodiplomacy.  

2.1. Soft Power  

Unlike hard power, in which a country uses coercion and payment to obtain             

desired outcomes, soft power uses co-optive methods such as persuasion and attracting            

attention. According to Joseph Nye, the father of soft power, the significance of soft              

power can be seen in the ability to shape the preferences of others (Nye, 2008). However,                

understanding that soft power is not only about influence in imperative because influence             

can also be obtained through hard power. Soft power also emphasizes the persuasion and              

ability to move the masses with arguments (Vuving, 2009). Geun Lee (2009) defines soft              

power as ‘the power to construct the preferences and images of self and others through               

ideational or symbolic resources that lead to behavioral changes of others’.  

Nye argues that a country’s soft power rests on three main resources: culture,             

political values, and foreign policies (Nye, 2008), and the effective use of soft power              

resources depends on how those resources are perceived as credible and legitimate by             

the target audience. Culture works when it upholds the potential of attractiveness to             

others; political values only impact perceptions abroad if the nation itself is living up to               

them; foreign policies must be ‘legitimate and having moral authorities’ (Nye, 2008).            

All of these resources are measured based on how far they produce positive attraction.              
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Positive attraction depends on three factors: benignity, which involves favorable          

attitudes that ‘generate soft power through the production of gratitude and sympathy’;            

brilliance or competence , involving excellent performance that ‘generates soft power          

through the production of admiration’; and beauty or charisma, which is attractive            

representation that ‘generates soft power through the production of inspiration’ (Vuving,           

2009; Nye, 2011). 

When soft power is used for public diplomacy, its implementation works by            

affecting the targets in two forms, directly and indirectly. Direct effects refer to when the               

positive attraction of the soft power affects the leader, networks, or elites of the country,               

whereas indirect effects refer to when it influences the public or third parties and in turn                

affecting the leaders of the country. The latter effects are seen as the most important               

because they create an ‘enabling environment for decisions’ (Nye, 2011).  

Soft power is increasingly drawing attention from policy practitioners and          

academics in Asian countries. It has been seen as an alternative strategy to obtain              

national objectives. Japan, for instance, has attempted to improve the external security            

environment by projecting peaceful and attractive images of the country through the            

utilization of its cultural content such as habits and traditions, anime, fashion, food, and              

others. South Korea is one of the Asian countries that recognized the importance of soft               

power as a national diplomatic strategy. The experience of successful democratization           

and the rising popularity of the Korean Wave has recently offered South Korea the              

opportunity to spread the use of its soft power (Lee, 2009). In addition, its active               

involvement in international activities such as the G20, Winter Olympics, and Asia            

Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) has boosted a positive image of South Korea.            

These qualifications essentially offer South Korea the opportunity to ‘be free from being             

influenced by the agenda set by the major powers and set its own diplomatic goals and                

discuss diversified policies and creative strategies’ (Cho, 2012).  

When compared with its economic development and military power, South          

Korea remains relatively weak in diplomacy (Lee, 2011) and poor in nation branding             

(Anholt, 2011). Moreover, as a middle power country among great powers such as             
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China, Japan, and the United States, South Korea has not been impactful enough to              

compete with those great powers’ hard power (Lee, 2011). Therefore, soft power is an              

alternative strategy South Korea can use to obtain diplomatic gains and enhance the             

promotion of South Korea to the world. In relation to that, Korean food has been seen as                 

a useful resource for South Korea to exercise soft power in the form of cultural               

diplomacy.  

 

2.2. Public Diplomacy  

Public diplomacy largely involves contact between a government and the foreign           

public (Cull, 2009). The 9/11 attacks in the United States initiated the emergence of a               

new public diplomacy concerning image cultivation. The outcome of having positive           

image abroad is believed to help a country implement foreign policies, achieve national             

interests, and maintain national security (Nirwandi & Awang, 2014).  

According to Hans N. Tuch, public diplomacy is ‘a government’s process of            

communicating with foreign publics in attempt to bring about understanding for its            

nation’s ideas and ideals, its institutions and culture, as well as its national goals and               

current policies’ (Melissen, 2005). Paul Sharp further defines public diplomacy as ‘the            

process by which direct relations with people in a country are pursued to advance the               

interests and extend the values of those being represented’ (Ibid). Therefore, maintaining            

legitimacy and credibility among the public is a core goal of public diplomacy. To              

differentiate it from propaganda, public diplomacy is not merely the top-down           

communication between a government and the public but also a two-way street of             

communication that is more comprehensive and persuasive (McClellan, 2004; Cho,          

2012). Furthermore, currently, globalization and advances in information technology         

have opened a more advanced environment for conducting international relations          

activities. Public diplomacy within the new paradigm is one in which actors, methods,             

approaches, and topics are all adjusted (Melissen, 2005). 

As activities in international affairs are expanding and being placed in more            

complex situations, cultural diplomacy is another instrument the government can use to            
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implement its foreign policy. According to Warsito and Sari (2007), cultural diplomacy is             

a practice of public diplomacy that conducts the use of cultural aspects as the tool to                

achieve national objectives. In cultural diplomacy, national traits and cultures are the best             

resources to wield as tangible national power (Rockower, 2014). Because such resources            

carry messages and communicate to the audience abroad, this creates an emotional            

connection among the givers and the receivers, thus opening a channel to transmit             

knowledge. In sum, the main nature of cultural diplomacy is to ‘facilitate the export of               

examples of its culture’ (Cull, 2009) in an ‘exchange of ideas, information, art and other               

aspects of culture among nations and their peoples to foster cultural understanding’            

(Cummings, 2003). 

Any activities that relate to cultural acts are available to be used for diplomatic              

gains (Black, 2010). Moreover, instruments of cultural diplomacy are various and           

wide-ranging, such as tourism, social media, arts, highly-regarded national heroes and           

celebrities, language, and others (Hurn, 2016). However, its effectiveness depends on the            

matter of how the government selects the right targets with the right messages to avoid               

misleading interpretation (Wimbush, 2009). In the case of South Korea, as has been             

mentioned before, the country is encouraged to develop its diplomacy. South Korean            

public diplomacy has been mainly aimed at branding South Korea and fostering positive             

images abroad (Ayhan, 2017) since president Lee Myung-bak launched the Presidential           

Council on Nation Branding (PNCB) in January 2009. To do so, one of the prevalent               

ways to increase the awareness of the country is by fostering cultural influence abroad.              

Hallyu has been a relatively successful tool of South Korea’s cultural diplomacy in this              

matter (Jang & Won, 2012). The positive impacts that Hallyu has on the country include,               

for instance, are contributing to building positive images of South Korea in Taiwan,             

increasing cross-cultural ties with Japan and China, and generating preferential and           

behavioural changes in Malaysia in terms of number of Korean goods purchased (Ibid;             

Vandenberghe; 2017).  

The other instrument that can be used for the same purpose and message is food.               

‘Twenty first century nations are now becoming more aware of the impact of cultural              
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industries and are cultivating traditional food culture as one of their key strategies’ (Choi,              

2012). Food is a commodity that can carry meanings that are shared through generations              

and across places. It is a symbolic form of human culture that represents the values, ideas,                

and identity of a society or a nation. In semiotic studies, food is categorized as a                

nonverbal language that communicate certain ideas to its consumers that are shared            

through taste, visual representation, ingredients, or the way the food is prepared and             

consumed. Roland Barthes contends the idea that food is something that ‘shapes us, our              

identities, our cultures and in the end, our society’ (Stajcic, 2013). As such, food              

contributes to ‘the construction of individual and collective identities, highlight[s]          

hierarchies and allegiances and help[s] foster social norms and links’ (De Iulio, 2015).             

With that, food comes in a form of national cuisine which embodies the identity of a                

nation. From this perspective, national cuisines are an entry level to learn the differences              

or commonalities of one's own culture with another (Cwiertka, 2014; Spence, 2016).  

Paul Rockower (2014) mentions that, as much as music, ‘food work[s] to create             

an emotional and transcendent connection that can be felt even across language barriers’.             

In international relations, it means that South Korea’s national cuisines can be used as a               

medium for transmitting messages or information through cross-cultural connections         

among people from different communities that are created (Pham, 2013). In fact, food             

involves anything that relates to human culture. It is one of three main soft power               

resources (political values and foreign policy being the others).  

 

2.3. Gastrodiplomacy  

Food is indeed not only meant for survival. Food is categorized as a nonverbal              

language that communicates certain ideas to its consumer. In international relations, food            

can be used as a medium for transmitting messages or information. The credibility it              

offers rests on its cultural traits which are traditional and pure. This potential of food thus                

can be an attractive way to reach foreign publics. As such, a country can utilize its food                 

or national cuisine to be wielded as soft power and diplomacy. 
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The politicization of food typically comes in the form of diplomacy. This is what              

scholars on food studies call culinary diplomacy, food diplomacy, and gastrodiplomacy.           

Although the three diplomacies use the same resource, food, gastrodiplomacy is different            

from the other two mainly in goals and communication strategy. Gastrodiplomacy is a bit              

different in that it is aimed at wide-ranging publics, not only for formal diplomatic              

government-to-government dialogue as in culinary diplomacy. Furthermore,       

gastrodiplomacy is exercised to deliver specific messages and purposes not only for            

solving hunger in poor countries or other means of aid as in food diplomacy but rather                

far-reaching information (Rockower, 2014). As such, gastrodiplomacy is more similar to           

public diplomacy in the realm of food-use diplomacy. It connects the cultural contents of              

a nation to broad foreign publics through indirect diplomatic practices.  

In general, gastrodiplomacy is a term which describes a government’s attempt to            

conduct cultural diplomacy through the promotion of national cuisines globally. Paul           

Rockower (2014) sought more explanation on this matter and defined gastrodiplomacy as            

a matter of ‘winning hearts and minds through stomachs’. The impact of gastrodiplomacy             

is considered to be a popular strategy to promote foreign policy through public diplomacy              

and nation branding (Rockower, 2012).  

Globalization has expanded space between nations that allows the movement of           

goods, ideas, values, and people around the world. The common features of this process              

of globalization increase integration, interdependence, and convergence in many aspects          

such as economic, social, and cultural practices across different countries. National food            

promotion is aimed to be beneficial in a country’s development sectors.  

Strategies of marketing and promotion, therefore, considerably important for a          

country to adopt to obtain recognition from foreign publics, raise awareness of a             

country’s brands, and attract tourists and foreign investments (Lee, 2016). Every           

country’s gastrodiplomacy involves employing strategy with a goal to attract consumers           

and make national food popular (Zhang, 2015). Paul Rockower describes these processes            

as a way of using culinary attractiveness to appeal to the global public’s palate              

(Rockower, 2014; Wilson, 2013).  
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As mentioned before, gastrodiplomacy activities begin by promoting the         

attractiveness of a nation’s cuisine to a global foreign public. Rockower further suggested             

that as gastrodiplomacy ‘takes a wider focus to influence the broader public audience             

rather than high-level elites… [it] transcends the realm of state-to-public communication,           

and can also be found in forms of citizen diplomacy’ (Rockower, 2014). In other words,               

gastrodiplomacy and public relations are converged in terms of strategic communications           

(Zhang, 2015). Therefore, this research borrows the approach of public relations           

campaign strategies from Robbitt, Sullivan, Theaker, Yaxley, and Zhang (2015), who           

categorized gastrodiplomacy strategic communication campaigns into three elements:        

branding themes, messages, as well as strategies and tactics. 

Branding themes can be seen in gastrodiplomacy campaign slogans and logos           

which represent the value and meaningfulness of products, the ability to differentiate            

from products of competitors, and memorability of the slogans. For instance, ‘Malaysian            

Kitchen to the world’, ‘Gourmet Taiwan’, and Thailand’s ‘Kitchen of the World’ are             

slogans. Messages are the key ideas of a gastrodiplomacy campaign or its promotional             

activity for the audience to remember. The target of gastrodiplomacy is public, thus the              

messages are formulated based on how they can reach and penetrate target publics and to               

be appealing to them (Zhang, 2015). For instance, to be well accepted in foreign              

countries, in Serbia, a sushi restaurant created a menu called Serbian sushi to create              

familiarity among the consumers. Instead of using tuna or salmon, Serbian sushi uses             

local ingredients such as freshwater fish, prosciutto, or beef steak. The messages that are              

appealing to target publics are mostly in categories such as healthiness, diversity,            

exoticism, naturalness, and beauty presentation. Strategies and tactics involve the          

approach of a gastrodiplomacy campaign to achieve goals or missions. Strategies may            

include a product marketing strategy, such as extending restaurant chains abroad and            

building international partnership, whereas tactics are the tools utilized to implement the            

strategies, such as events, leaders opinion, media, and education (Ibid).  

Because everyone eats and engages, the main actors of gastrodiplomacy are not            

limited. Gastrodiplomacy can encompass actors from the state as well as from the             
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substate and nonstate levels. Those actors who represent the country in introducing and             

promoting national cuisine to the world are called gastrodiplomats (Rockower, 2012).           

Paul Rockower conveys three tracks in accordance to gastrodiplomacy trends. He states            

that we can expect two prevalent trends and one additional trend in conducting             

gastrodiplomacy. The first two trends are known as polylateralism and paradiplomacy.           

The former refers to collaboration between states and nonstate actors, such as            

establishing a partnership, while the latter refers to substate actors conducting           

international diplomatic practices on their own. The last trend is described as            

‘gastrodiplomacy by nonstate actors as a means to conduct public diplomacy and            

people-to-people diplomacy’ (Rockower, 2014). This is due to the impacts brought by            

globalization and the advances of mass media communication that provide a more            

convenient environment to promote food and gastrodiplomacy activities. The bottom line           

is, in this complex environment, the involvement of nonstate actors in diplomatic            

practices is an impactful matter because state actors are not the only ‘vocal actor’ (Lee &                

Ayhan, 2015).  

 

2.3.1. Evaluation of Gastrodiplomacy  

No global standard has been established on evaluating gastrodiplomacy in general           

(Pham, 2013; Lipscomb, 2019). One reason could be due to the growth of             

gastrodiplomacy in the diplomatic realm that remains regarded as relatively recent. In            

fact, evaluating the effectiveness of diplomacy itself is already considered difficult and            

complicated. Evaluating gastrodiplomacy is even more difficult because of a complex set            

of interrelated factors such as goals, the terms of reaching them, as well as the situation of                 

the country and its government (Ruddy, 2014). However, some scholars mostly use some             

key areas to measure the impact gastrodiplomacy can have on the country to evaluate its               

effectiveness or its success. These key areas mainly include national branding, including            

overall branding and specifically culinary branding, national images, trade and exports,           

international partnerships or collaboration, and tourism. Nonetheless, according to Mary          

Jo Pham (2013), gastrodiplomacy is 
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‘the government’s practice of exporting its national culinary heritage as part of a             

public diplomacy effort to raise national brand awareness, encourage economic          

investment and trade, and engage on a cultural and personal level with everyday             

diners.’  

 

Food itself represents a nation's culture and connects people. Thus, ‘it does have             

the potential to change public perceptions of national image, and can also be a gateway to                

the consumption of a country's other cultural exports, such as music, literature, sports, as              

well as increase tourism to that country’ (Ruddy, 2014). A study performed by Braden              

Ruddy, published in 2014 by Public Diplomacy Magazine with the title Hearts, Minds,             

and Stomachs: Gastrodiplomacy and the Potential of National Cuisines in Changing           

Public Perceptions of National Image conducted a survey on people from different            

ethnicities in the US. Ruddy aimed to find the correlation between a country’s national              

cuisine and its national image. He found that, among 140 people, two-thirds of them              

changed their preference toward a country after eating its national cuisine. He further             

concluded that gastrodiplomacy is a prominent way to promote the image of a state.              

Gastrodiplomacy is meant to foster awareness and understanding of a nation's culture and             

identity, and thus raise the country’s brand awareness among its diners (Rockower,            

2014). 

The continuation of the impact of gastrodiplomacy on people’s perspective does           

resonate to other sectors such as tourism because ‘the potential to increase tourism was              

the most pronounced and tangible for countries’ that practiced gastrodiplomacy (Ruddy,           

2014). One of the main reasons is that gastrodiplomacy campaigns provide so-called            

culinary contact zones. 

Farrer (2015) argues that as culinary contact zones, interactions made within            

spaces to increase cross-cultural understanding are significant factors of increasing the           

spread of national cuisine globally in addition to other factors: the institutionalization of             

cuisine, culinary politics, and the intrinsic value of food itself. The so-called contact             
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zones include restaurants, chef trainings, TV programs, and shows, events, and expos            

where people make contact with anything that relates to food. For instance, he mentioned              

that Japanese restaurants in big cities such as New York and London providing cooking              

training for chefs with different ethnic background serve as important contact zones in             

disseminating cultural knowledge about Japanese cooking style and techniques.  

In tourism, gastrodiplomacy sites such as overseas restaurants are where people’s           

impression of the country’s culture is influenced by the food that is served and contribute               

to the potential amount of interest built toward the country, thus opening a potential will               

to visit the country and genuinely experience the food itself (Suntikul, 2017). For             

instance, ‘in airplanes, the destination culinary experience can be foreshadowed and the            

national food brand communicated through in-flight food experiences’ (Ibid). 

Therefore, every gastrodiplomacy campaign commonly includes establishing and        

supporting its overseas restaurants abroad in its agenda to increase the number of culinary              

contact zones. Likewise, aligned with that agenda, the support toward international           

cross-collaboration and partnership is necessary and important for maintaining and          

expanding national food supply chains. The role of the government here is to provide              

convenient conditions for food service industries to perform activities under          

comprehensive policies and laws. 

Overall, gastrodiplomacy extends the cultural influence of one country to another.           

Its impact emerges from building impressions and changing diners’ preferences to           

continue from one sector to others. Examples of the practice of gastrodiplomacy by some              

countries as well as its impacts are given below to elaborate upon the aforementioned              

evaluation of gastrodiplomacy. 

However, gastrodiplomacy cannot be seen as a diplomacy that brings quick           

implications to a country (Solleh, 2015). It is a type of diplomacy that touches and moves                

others tastes and preferences. The implementation requires continuous and persistent, yet           

up-to-date, strategies in realizing its mission, even if it takes years to accomplish. 
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2.3.2. Gastrodiplomacy Practices by Other Countries  

Globalization has opened a diversity of food culture and allows people from            

around the world to experience and learn about foreign food culture much more easily.              

Gastrodiplomacy is one alternative strategy a country can use to be better known and              

receive more sympathy from the international community. Several countries have          

practiced cultural diplomacy by sharing their national cuisine with the world. The            

following are some examples of countries that practice gastrodiplomacy.  

 

Thailand 

The official practice of gastrodiplomacy can be traced back to when the Thai             

government launched the ‘Global Thai’ program in 2002. This was seen as a form of               

Thailand’s attempt to expand their cultural diplomacy by using soft power, food. The             

program aimed to increase global awareness of Thailand by boosting the number of Thai              

restaurants around the world from 5,500 in 2002 to 8,000 restaurants by 2003.  

The program continues with an additional campaign, namely ‘Thailand: Kitchen          

of the World’ to educate the foreign public about Thai delicacies and sustain             

competitiveness in food industries. One of the primary programs is chef training and             

sending chefs from Thailand abroad to promote the authenticity of their cuisine. As a              

result, the number of Thai restaurants overseas had expanded to 13,000 in 2008. The              

government believed that the increased number of restaurants abroad can be a contact             

space where foreign customers can learn and appreciate Thai culture better through            

cuisine (Suntikul, 2017). Furthermore, according to a survey of brand recognition and            

brand perception conducted by the Kellogg School of Management and Sasin Institute,            

Thai food was ranked fourth in the ethnic cuisines category (after Italian, French, and              

Chinese) and sixth in favorite food category (after Italian, French, Japanese, Chinese, and             

Indian) (Solleh, 2015). By considering the successful case of Thailand, the trend of using              

food as a cultural ambassador has become increasingly popular among neighbouring           

countries. 
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Malaysia 

In 2008, Malaysia officially launched its gastrodiplomacy program. With the          

slogan ‘Malaysia Kitchen for the World’ or Malaysia Kitchen Program (MKP),           

Malaysian gastrodiplomacy aims to improve Malaysian restaurants overseas and increase          

the interest of foreign customers toward Malaysian dishes, food products, and tourism.            

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry cooperated with the Malaysia External            

Trade Development Corporation (MATRADE) to achieve these goals. MKP’s main          

programs help Malaysian restaurateurs open and improve their restaurants abroad with           

financial support provided by the Ministry of Finance (Nahar, 2016). The number of             

Malaysian restaurants overseas increased from 465 in 2010 to 647 in 2012 (Ibid).             

Malaysia has also been eagerly promoting Malaysian food in several activities such as             

opening ‘Malaysian Night Market’ in the United Kingdom, providing food trucks across            

the United States, inviting chefs from abroad to Malaysia to learn Malaysian cooking             

methods and recipes, as well as sending Malaysian chefs overseas to promote authentic             

Malaysian food abroad (Rockower, 2012). Through this, Malaysia eagerly advertises          

peranakan cuisine which represents Malay and Chinese flavors to showcase the diversity            

of the country.  

Awareness of Malaysian food is increasing. Malaysian restaurants have received          

Michelin awards in New York, and acknowledgement as well as the number of corporate              

collaboration projects with Asian countries are increasing (Nahar, 2016). Malaysia’s          

gastrodiplomacy program is a continuous program and has been implemented primarily           

to raise brand awareness of the country. 

  

Japan 

The transnational spread of Japanese cuisine abroad has been ongoing for           

decades; however, state-based promotion activities started in 2005 (Zhang, 2015).          

Japanese gastrodiplomacy does not have an official slogan or a campaign name, but the              
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Japanese government created the nonprofit Organization to Promote Japanese Restaurant          

Abroad (JRO) associated with the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries           

(MAFF) to promote Japanese restaurants abroad with the mission of raising the interest             

of foreign customers in Japanese restaurants, the use of Japanese ingredients, and            

Japanese cooking methods (Ibid). As such, restaurants have been considered to be vital             

culinary contact zones to disseminate Japanese food culture overseas (Farrer, 2015).  

Sushi has been the main representation of Japanese food culture that was once             

exotic and has become a trendy food currently. The global popularity of sushi is              

undeniable. Another food that the Japanese government utilized as a national cuisine is             

washoku, a full-course traditional Japanese meal, to promote Japanese dietary culture           

abroad. The Japanese government highlighted the image of healthiness, simplicity, and           

exoticism of sushi and washoku that are appealing to global dietary trends. This raises the               

acceptance of Japanese culture and lifestyle abroad. In December 2013, washoku was            

ranked 4th in the world on the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural              

Heritage of Humanity as a food culture following French, Mediterranean, and Mexican            

cuisine. This particular achievement of Japan’s gastrodiplomacy has been widely used for            

its nation branding since then (Cwiertka, 2017) and resonates to other sectors, such as the               

promotion of its soft power and its content industries including manga, anime, and             

fashion. This also benefits other industries such as agriculture, exports, and tourism. 

 

Peru 

Peru has been a representative of South American countries in gastrodiplomacy           

activities since 2006. The Peruvian Ministry of Cultures and Foreign Relations has            

collaborated with the Peruvian Society of Gastronomy (APEGA) and several private           

agencies to create gastrodiplomacy projects. Peru’s gastrodiplomacy campaign, Cocina         

Peruana Para El Mundo (Peruvian Cuisine for the World) is aimed to increase ‘global              

reputation and the familiarity with Peruvian cuisine’ abroad (Wilson, 2013). In fact, the             

campaign emphasized the goal of placing Peruvian cuisine on the UNESCO           

Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage to establish Peruvian cultural and            
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historical heritage as the identity of Peruvians. The gastrodiplomacy projects are diverse,            

including the creation of Cocina Peruana Para El Mundo as a web-based campaign,              

directing the documentary film De Ollas y Sueños or Cooking Dreams, and employing             

celebrity chef Gastón Acurio as the gastronomic ambassador of the Peruvian people.            

Wilson noted that Peru’s gastrodiplomacy is an effort to not only promote Peruvian             

cuisine globally but also increase Peru’s national brand (2013).  

Although Peru has not made it far enough to be included on UNESCO’s list,              

awareness toward Peruvian cuisine has increased in regard to interest in Peruvian            

culinary tourism, which also offers opportunities to other sectors such as trade and             

exchange in food products and restaurants. In 2016, 3 of the world’s top 30 restaurants               

was awarded in Lima, the capital of Peru. In the same year, Peru was also named as the                  

World’s Leading Culinary Destination for the past five years by the World Travel Award              

and has been entrusted to host a United Nations World Tourism Association (UNWTO)             

Gastronomy and Tourism Forum (Suntikul, 2017). 

 

Taiwan 

Gastrodiplomacy for Taiwan is believed to expand Taiwan’s cultural diplomacy          

that plays as a voice to promote identity amidst the current political constraints by              

highlighting culinary attractiveness (Rockower, 2011). The increasing popularity of         

Xiaolongbao , pearl bubble milk tea or boba, and Taiwan’s coffee store 85°C has             

encouraged the Ministry of Economic Affairs to invest NT $1,1 billion (US $35,8             

million) in gastrodiplomacy activities to ‘internationalize local and localize international          

Taiwanese food’ (Lipscomb, 2019). Taiwan’s gastrodiplomacy is used as another strategy           

to distinguish its culinary identity from mainland China and to brand Taiwan cuisine ‘as a               

healthy, light alternative to heavy Westem versions of Chinese food’ (Rockower, 2011).            

In addition, this gastrodiplomacy plan is aimed to boost Taiwanese tourism, attract            

foreign investment to Taiwan, and expand other market opportunities.  

The programs include hosting international gourmet festivals overseas,        

establishing Taiwanese food foundations at home to consult food chains abroad, and            
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sending local chefs to join international competitions. The Taiwanese Tourism Bureau           

has also been actively sponsoring the plan by promoting Taiwanese night markets. In             

addition, similar to Malaysia and Peru, Taiwan has employed the entertainment industries            

to execute gastrodiplomacy. The government agreed to support Taiwan film and TV            

industries by providing ‘subsidies, giv[ing] credit guarantees, and establish[ing] an          

investment framework for public-private sector investment’ (Lipscomb, 2019). This         

strategy is seen to be impactful in promoting Taiwanese culinary reputation among local             

and foreign audiences (Ibid).  

As a result, Taiwan’s gastrodiplomacy has drawn global awareness to the extent            

that it is frequently addressed as ‘dumpling diplomacy’. In 2017, the Survey Report on              

Visitors Expenditure and Trends in Taiwan by the Taiwan Tourism Bureau stated that             

Taiwanese cuisine as well as night markets were voted as part of the main reasons for                

tourists to visit Taiwan (Lipscomb, 2019).  

 

The examples of countries reveals that the attempt to spread cultural awareness as             

well as establish positive images or nation brands can be performed through the exercise              

of gastrodiplomacy, the impact of which resonates with other sectors mainly in trade and              

exports, investments, and tourism. These examples also reveal a pattern which indicates            

that a successful gastrodiplomacy begins with a particular major factor: the increased            

awareness of national cuisines, or to larger extent, global popularity . 

In sum, gastrodiplomacy is concluded in the following points:  

First, gastrodiplomacy begins with food promotion programs and activities.         

Efforts to globalize national culinary products and culture is a significant factor of             

gastrodiplomacy implementation. Second, gastrodiplomacy derived from the practice of         

wielding soft power resource namely food culture, to achieve cultural diplomatic gains            

that is exercised through the practice of public diplomacy. Third, gastrodiplomacy and            

public relations converge in terms of strategic communication. Every gastrodiplomacy          

campaign employs elements such as branding themes and message appeal as well as             

strategies and tactics. Considering globalization effects toward public communication         
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strategies, a national food culture and promotion activities can encompass state actors,            

nonstate actors, or both simultaneously.  

Fourth, as a form of public diplomacy, as gastrodiplomacy helps a country spread             

cultural influence, it enhances its national brand (Rockower, 2014). Finding any food            

promotion activities without a history or cultural background introduction of the food is             

unlikely. Activities such as events, digital content, TV programs and shows, chef            

training, cooking competitions, and other activities as a means of food promotion act as              

culinary contact zones within which the knowledge transmitted through such activities           

can help consumers or foreigners learn about a country’s food culture (Farrer, 2015). In              

the case of food, the referred knowledge comes in the form of national culinary identity,               

which represents a tied relation between a nation and their dietary history, culture, and              

habits. 

Fifth, apart from the function of achieving cultural diplomatic gains, the           

implications of gastrodiplomacy activities can also resonate to other related sectors such            

as tourism, advocation of healthy and clean dietary culture, agricultural exports, foreign            

investment, and other market opportunities (Rockower, 2012; Reynolds, 2012; Pham,          

2013; Lee, 2016).  

By building on those notions, this thesis analyses gastrodiplomacy with South           

Korea as the case. The official food promotional activities of South Korea occur through              

the Global Hansik Campaign. In addition to the governmental strategy, nonstate actors            

have also greatly contributed to this matter through media and live activities, especially             

following the rise of Hallyu globally. In addition, the globalization of Korean food can              

potentially create positive effects on the country, such as enhancing South Korea’s            

national brand, increasing the number of cross-cultural collaboration activities, and          

spurring growth in tourism. 

 
3. Gjlhlkh  
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Chapter 3. Strategies and Efforts of South Korea’s        

Gastrodiplomacy: Making Hansik Popular 

3.1. Implementation of South Korea’s Gastrodiplomacy  

WWhen we talk about South Korean gastrodiplomacy, we need to know about            

the Global Hansik Campaign. The Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries            

(MFAFF, changed its name to the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs             

[MAFRA] in 2013) officially launched the Korean Food Globalization campaign or           

Global Hansik Campaign in April 2008 during Lee Myung-bak’s presidency with the            

objective of promoting Korean cuisine to the world. In 2009, the Korean Food             

Globalization Committee meetings discussed the establishment of the institution for the           

first time. Particularly in May 2009, the promotional plans were finalized under the             

Hansik Foundation Act and the Hansik Globalization Development Agency, which          

comprises 36 members from governments, academic institutions, and food industry          

CEOs (Pham, 2013), with the MAAFF and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism              

being the primary ministries supporting the plans (Lipscomb, 2019).  

The campaign is seen to be aligned with another political goals of president Lee              

Myung-bak program, namely the ‘Global Korea’ (Lipscomb, 2019). Aware that South           

Korea’s national brand among the international community was not as strong as the             

capacity of a developed economy, the president was eager to raise ‘Korea’s global image              

and make it a more respected country’ (Markessinis, 2009). The National Branding            

Committee was then established in 2009 with an annual budget of 8 billion won ($5.8               

million) designated to manage the development of international cooperation, information          

technology and corporate, culture and tourism, international community, and         

coordination (Ibid). Such branding strategy can be seen as one way of helping the              

country build up its national strength by expanding soft power.  
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The Global Hansik Campaign (hereafter GHC) was designated as the          

state-sponsored food promotion of South Korea under the Korean Food Foundation           

(KFF) established in March 2010. KFF was recognized as a nongovernmental           

foundation aimed at globalizing Korean food through promotional programs and          

activities. Yang Il-sun, the first chairwoman of KFF, further stated, ‘the Korean Food             

Foundation aims to foster appreciation for Korean food culture around the world and             

spur growth in related industries, such as agriculture, food service, and tourism’ (KFPI             

News, 2013). The improvements made through these sectors aim to help to boost the              

image of South Korea. The Ministry announced the vision to realize this agenda by              

increasing the number of Korean restaurants overseas to 20,000 by 2017 and running             

consultations with existing Korean restaurants abroad. A plan to enhance the quality of             

Korean food and make it one of the five most popular cuisines in the world was also                 

included at first, but the MAFRA replaced it with make Hansik ‘an internationally             

beloved cuisine’ (Oh, 2010). The MAFRA invested $77 million in the campaign to             

accomplish these goals until 2017 (Pham, 2013).  

In October 2017, the foundation developed its role and was renamed Korean            

Food Promotion Institute (KFPI). According to their website, www.hansik.or.kr , KFPI is           

further designated ‘to match the growth of global food market and produce more             

tangible results, including agricultural exports, overseas market entry of foodservice          

companies, and job creation’ (KFPI News, 2017). To promote their product globally, ‘as             

a public institution, KFPI promotes Korean food (Hansik) through various projects such            

as overseas promotion activities and support for local Hansik promotion projects using            

Foreign Korean restaurant’s Consultative Groups in major regions’ (Park Seung-kyu). 

KFPI has concluded the three purposes of its establishment, which are divided            

into three groups of responsibilities.  

First, KFPI generates Korean food’s legitimacy. The task requires research on           

the historical and cultural aspects of Korean food as well as discovering, recovering,             

sustaining, and developing its authentic form. Second, KFPI organizes Korean food           

industry promotion. The task concentrates on sustaining and developing the          
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competitiveness of Korean food and restaurants in the global market and developing the             

basis for commercialization. Third, KFPI aims to spread the trend of striving for the              

globalization of Korean food. The activities included are aimed at making Korean food             

appealing to global palates and making Korean products globally recognized.  

To realize such purposes the core primary role of the organization is divided into              

four groups of tasks:  

A. Sophistication of Korean food infrastructure . This task includes programs          

such as improving the accessibility and utilization of contents, developing          

the contents and the creation of databases, supporting research on          

domestic and overseas Korean food, as well as establishing the Korean           

food statistics system.  

B. Strengthening of competitiveness of Korean restaurants . This task handles         

the activities of overseas restaurant consulting groups, manages the         

certification system for Korean restaurants, provides training programs for         

employees of overseas restaurants, provides private group support        

systems, and supports food ingredients for overseas export.  

C. Cultivation of specialists . This task supports educational institutions in         

regards to Korean food, educate domestic and overseas food specialists,          

and advance job creation.  

D. Spreading of Korean food domestically and internationally . This task is          

designated for establishing online promotional programs, supporting the        

industrialization of culinary tourism, vitalizing international exchange       

programs in relation to food, and expanding the infrastructure of Korean           

food culture. Particularly toward foreigners, online promotional activities        

are strengthened through the establishment of The Korean Healthy Food          

Supporter, as well as KFPI’s own websites and multilingual social media           

services (KFPI News, 2017).  
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As such, GHC is the state-sponsored food promotional program of South Korea.            

The increasing global popularity of Korean food is hoped to enhance South Korean             

tangible brands in the international community, such as agriculture, tourism, and export,            

through which the positive image of the country can improve. Park Seung-kyu, the             

auditor of KFPI (2019), said, ‘KFPI strives to enhance the national brand by enhancing              

the status of Korean cuisine in the global market and securing its competitiveness by              

promoting Hansik among Korean culture’. 

South Korea is aware that all initiatives to globalize national cuisines require            

concrete objectives based on analysis of research, markets, and policy. First, a contact             

with foreign diners and building impression are necessary moves. In the beginning of             

KFPI’s active days, Kim Yoon-ok, the wife of president Lee Myung-bak who also             

served as the first chairwoman of KFPI, served Pajeon (Korean Pancake filled mainly             

with green onion) to Korean War veterans in the United States. She did this to share a                 

positive and delicious experience with the veterans for their memories as an introduction             

to ‘a new taste of Korea’ compared to the poorly served food in the war era (Moskin,                 

2009). Since then, the official practice of serving Hansik to the global palate started.  

The following are six strategies South Korea has employed in its           

gastrodiplomacy implementation.  

The first is embedding a culinary identity to raise awareness of national identity             

by highlighting culinary characteristics. In its practice through GCH, the government           

initiated an approach to globalize Korean food by embedding Korean cultural elements            

in its promotional activities. ‘Localizing Korean food to promote it in the global market              

and associating Korean cuisine with Korean culture to a sufficient degree’ are the major              

key factors of GHC (Suk Hoo-yoon, KFPI News, 2012). Every food has a story, and so                

does Korean food, and every Korean food represents authentic cultural elements in its             

story. KFPI publishes a series of guide books, brochures, and videos as well as live               

activities in the associated restaurants, media, and the website. In addition to recipes and              

nutritional facts, all these media act as tools to spread information about Korean food              

and its connection to Korean history and culture.  
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KFPI refers to Korean food or Hansik as the food indigenous to Korea that was               

passed down by Korean ancestors through generations, and traditional Korean food has            

ingredients that are different and unique to Korean food. GHC embeds a message of              

‘harmony and balance’ in all the food that it promotes. The government decided to              

introduce Korean food as the representation of a healthy dietary culture. These            

characteristics of Korean food are visualized in the KFPI logo, shown in Figure 3 below.               

The trigrams in the logo represents the image of ‘harmony and balance’ relationship             

between human and nature (the balanced elements of the universe: air, water, fire, and              

earth). The warm colors for the logo itself are designed to symbolize Korean food as               

food made of healthy products whose ingredients are harvested from nature. The colors             

also imply a message that Korean food is in harmony with beautiful colors and in               

balance with highly nutritious ingredients (KFPI News, 2017).  

 

Figure 3. KFPI’s logo structure. 

 

Bibimbap, for instance, is promoted abroad. The name bibimbap (비빔밥          

bibim-bab ) is derived from the verb bibim, which means ‘mixing all the ingredients’,             

and bab, which means rice. Bibimbap is one of the most famous Korean foods abroad               

that combines ingredients such as rice, various vegetables, kimchi, meat, egg, gochujang            

(Korean chili paste), sesame seeds, and sesame oil in a hot stone bowl and is eaten using                 

a spoon or chopsticks.  
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Figure 4. Bibimbap 

 

A bowl of bibimbap is proven to provide a balanced combination of nutrients             

such as carbohydrates, protein, and fiber, which are derived from the elements of Korean              

food culture of fermented food such as jang (sauces) as well as kimchi and seasonal               

Korean vegetables. Corresponding with GHC’s promotional goals, bibimbap symbolizes         

harmonious colors and balanced nutrition (Bibigo, 2015). The same goes for kimchi.            

kimchi is well known and branded as a healthy food that ‘makes you stay young’ (KFPI                

News, 2017).  

These efforts indicate how the South Korean government attempts to standardize           

the characteristics of Hansik. An effort to standardize Hansik abroad is also shown in              

other activities. For instance, the government added gochujang (Korean red pepper           

paste), doenjang (soybean paste) and ginseng to the international list of food-related            

standards and guidelines under Codex Alimentarius in 2009 (Oh, 2010). Moreover, the            

government launched standardized English names for Hansik menus and distributed          

them to Korean restaurants in several countries such as the United States, Japan, and              

China (Ibid).  

Creating impressions by using a distinctive slogan is also seen as an important             

plan in GHC. Unlike Malaysia, Thailand, and Peru, who use the phrases ‘to the world’               

or ‘of the world’ in their slogan, South Korea uses ‘Taste of Korea’ as its               
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gastrodiplomacy slogan to create an impression of being different from others because            

South Korea tries to introduce a different palate of tastes and textures. Park Seung-kyu,              

the auditor of KFPI, justified that ‘in order to enhance Korea’s national brand, we will               

use Hansik content to recognize it as a healthy and universal food’. Embedding such a               

message also seems to be appealing to the current global dietary trend of supporting              

health-conscious food as a way to fight against unhealthy food. For instance, bibimbap             

and kimchi are well accepted abroad, especially in the United States, and are considered              

to be a delicious food for fighting obesity (KFPI News, 2013).  

The second strategy is expanding overseas restaurant chains to reach locals and            

expand the market. In such an agenda, ‘various Hansik promotion activities, overseas            

Hansik education, and support to enhance the competitiveness of overseas Korean           

restaurants have expanded opportunities for overseas consumers to experience Hansik’          

(Park Seung-kyu). 

‘National food globalization can be achieved through the development of food           

culture industries’ (Choi, 2012). Restaurants are the essential culinary contact zone a            

country can provide or support to transmit their cultural knowledge to foreign consumers             

(Farrer, 2015). Overseas restaurants are also seen as the closest entry a foreigner can              

experience to learn about a country’s food culture. South Korea is aware of this matter               

and includes it in its strategy for quadrupling the number of Korean restaurants as well               

as helping them move and extend the food supply chain abroad. Through GHC, KFPI              

also has a list on their website of recommended restaurants that are worth a visit. The                

role of KFPI here is to support them in ways to improve the packaging, shipping, and                

storage of the products based on research. They do this to standardize the recipes of               

Korean food around the world.  

The third strategy is seeking engagements with international partners to develop           

food talent. According to KFPI, globalizing Korean food means creating a new culture.             

‘If one country wants its culture to be accepted and adopted by another, research efforts               

must be undertaken to understand the target culture, and a combining of the two cultures               

must take place, at least to a certain extent’ (KFP News, 2012). Korean food must be                
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accepted by people around the world. To do so, the food needs to suit the palates of                 

people from different places in order to ‘make everything easier for foreigners’ (KFPI             

News, 2013) and create a sense of familiarity. The government launched a program to              

seek engagements with international partners to develop so-called specialists in Korean           

cuisine. The New York Times reported that the government set aside approximately $10             

million to spend in 2009 for supporting the campaign, such as providing aid grants and               

funding Koreans to travel and study culinary skills and arts (Moskin, 2009). In line with               

such an agenda, ‘Korean Food Promotion Institute has registered as a career experience             

center at the Korean Food Culture Center ‘Dream Road’ in 2018 and held a policy               

forum for Korean food industry development as well as a briefing session for the              

distribution and promotion of food tourism products in connection with regional food            

resources’ (Management Planning team of KFPI). 

South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy campaign also currently advocates the        

involvement of not only private but also public food-related sectors and building a             

long-term agenda with foreign governments of four other countries after France: Italy,            

Sweden, the United States, and Australia. Likewise, South Korea is establishing an            

educational program with its international partners (Lee, 2017). This program is aimed            

to enrich the knowledge of local food culture before trying to promote Korean food to               

the locals.  

For instance, bibimbap is seen as a very foreign dish to Italian palates. Therefore,              

a team from KFPI joined by chef Roberto Petza of Michelin-starred S’apposentu created             

new Korean-Italian fusion dishes: gochujang pasta and chicken stuffed with spinach and            

kimchi (Lee, 2017). The intention behind this is to both introduce Korean food and              

increase the interest of people in Italy in buying Korean products like gochujang             

(Korean chili paste) and kimchi found in the fusion food.  
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Figure 5. Gochujang pasta (left) and chicken stuffed with spinach and kimchi 

(right) 

 

The fourth strategy is the utilization of events inside and outside the country.             

Similar to Thailand and other successful countries, South Korea’s official          

gastrodiplomacy also utilizes promotional events hosted inside and outside the country.           

Events in both places have the same goal of promoting Korean food but employing              

different specific approaches. In 2011, KFPI collaborated with several restaurants in           

New York City to serve Korean food from a K-Food truck that was driven into the city.                 

This project was implemented to let locals visit and enjoy Hansik in the form of free                

lunches (KFPI News, 2017). The same project was also implemented in Milan in 2015              

(Limb, 2015). The most recent event, the ‘K-Food Fair 2019’, was held in several big               

cities such as Los Angeles to cover the US, Canada, and South America; Jakarta to               

cover the ASEAN region; and Paris to cover the European region. K-Food Fair 2019 is               

a program organized by aT Korea Agro-Fisheries and Food Trade Corporation           

established by MAFRA aimed to connect Korean food export companies with buyers            

from these regions. The associated food service companies and chefs join such events to              

showcase their products and perform their cooking skills. In such events, the MAFRA             

also emphasizes the promotion of Korean food culture by organizing food fairs catering             

to local visitors (MAFRA, 2019). 
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At the New York City Wine and Food Festival in 2017, the KFPI celebrated              

jang, Korean traditional fermented sauce and paste made of ingredients such as rice,             

fermented soybeans, and salt. KFPI and Korean-American Chef David Lee introduced           

two Korean-American fusion dishes using Jang as the main ingredient in the KFF booth              

at the festival: gochujang chicken meatballs and jeyuk-bokkeum-stuffed cannelloni.         

Using this opportunity, the KFPI wanted to show visitors the three main characteristics             

of Hansik: fermented, healthy, and tasty. Following the growing food trend in the US to               

dip vegetables in various sauces, famous national television Chef Diane Hendericks,           

further recommended ssamjang as an optional sauce (KFPI News, 2017). This is            

indicative of how South Korea’s culinary products such as jang can have a way to               

spread and be accepted by foreign diners. 

 

 Figure 6. David Lee poses with his gochujang chicken meatballs (left) and 

jeyuk-bokkeum-stuffed cannelloni (right) 

 

In the home country, South Korea hosts a number of regional festivals            

designated to attract tourists from outside and inside the country. These festivals            

commonly offer various programs such as celebrity and cultural performances, parades,           

cooking competitions, and food exhibitions. The Ministry of Culture, Sport, and           

Tourism (MCST) has addressed every festival based on the name of the city to promote               

the place and its characteristics and cultural and historical attractions and values. Namdo             
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Food Festival held as an event to promote various healthy foods from Namdo ecological              

city; Wanju Wild Food Festival offers visitors a taste of nature and beauty in the               

wilderness as well as an experience to have eco-friendly food that features Korean             

agricultural products and wild plants and animals from Wanju City; Seongbuk           

Multicultural Food Festival held in Seongbuk-dong, the location of 31 embassies in            

South Korea, was designed to promote diversity in Korea by encouraging foreigner            

residents such as foreign workers and intercultural marriage immigrants to join as the             

main participants and interact through food; Sunchang Fermented Food Festival held in            

Sunchang, known for a city of health and longevity, promotes healthy dietary culture             

represented by Korean fermented food such as gochujang. To spur benefits in the             2

tourism sector, the MCST also held the General Meeting of the World Association of              

Chefs’ Societies in Daejeon. This meeting is one of the MCST’s attempts to promote              

tourism by involving tourists in preparing traditional Hansik with talented Korean chefs            

(Suntikul, 2017). 

The biggest promotional event of Korean food at home is known as the annual              

World Food Festival. This event offers visitors, foreigners, and local residents the            

opportunity to experience food from various countries. In such events, the government            

takes the opportunity to enhance Korean food as the brand of South Korea. For instance,               

in 2017, the MCST held the World Food Festival with a theme of Food Culture World                

Cooking in Seoul that was attended by numerous ambassadors and visitors. The            

exposition invited 50 countries to exhibit their national food. At the same time, the              

promotion of ginseng is implied by challenging the 50 exhibitors to include ginseng with              

their ingredients. This was implemented to increase ginseng consumption, considering          

South Korea is a major producer of the plants.  

KFPI also launched a program called ‘K-Food Supporter Alliance’ to invite           

foreign students living in South Korea who love Korean food to participate in promoting              

K-Food. Students who join this program are given the opportunity to be in an              

2 The information retrieved from the Ministry of Culture, Sport, and Tourism official website, 
http://www.mcst.go.kr/search/language_english.jsp 
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educational program and participate in tours, food tasting, cultural exchanges, and food            

promotion-related contests such as promoting K-food through Social Networking         

Service (SNS). Young people are known for their social activism in life and on social               

media. This strategy to include young students in the plans helps the government to              

spread cultural influence through social media and when they return to their home             

country.  

The fifth strategy is building a relationship with the media to access a             

far-reaching audience. The media’s role in promoting food is therefore significant to            

reach far-reaching publics. KFPI has set up its own website with updated and             

informative content related to Hansik. It also promotes the institution on Facebook,            

Twitter, and Youtube. Building a relationship with media is also important to expose             

opinion leaders to Korean food. For instance, the increasing interest toward Bibigo            

motivated CNN News to make an exclusive report with the tagline ‘Making Bibimbap             

The Next Gangnam Style’ (Gangnam Style is a K-POP single famous for its beat and the                

signature ‘horse’ dance by Korean singer and rapper Psy that went global and has              

influenced popular culture worldwide) (CNN, 2015). Likewise, local media such as           

Korean Herald, The Korea Times, and Korea.net have been cooperating with KFPI,            

MAFRA, and MCST to make reports related to Hansik. More discussion on the use of               

media and leaders opinion is discussed in the next section of the chapter.  

 

3.2. The Utilization of Hallyu Contents and Citizens as Tools  

After being included as one of the tools for South Korea’s public diplomacy             

since 2008, Hansik is gaining recognition through TV dramas, reality shows, Mukbang            

(eating broadcast activity) on social media platforms, and other nonstate based activities            

that connect one community or individual to one another within or across countries. This              

section focuses on gastrodiplomacy through Mukbang, content on social network          

platforms, as well as the reason why the utilization of Korean Wave or Hallyu content is                

important for South Korea are analyzed.  
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3.2.1. The Utilization of Hallyu Contents: Drama, Celebrities, and TV         

Program  

Korean Wave (K-Wave) or Hallyu is referred to as ‘Korean popular culture            

products’ (Jang, 2012) such as music, dance, TV dramas, movies, shows, fashion, and             

language. The spread of K-Wave worldwide is significantly impactful to enhance many            

of South Korea’s cultural product brands and enhance the positive image of Korea.  

 

The growing popularity of Hansik cannot be separated from the influence of            

Korean culture which is increasingly known through the Hallyu (Korean Wave).           

Starting from the spread and interest of K-Drama; K-Pop, K-Fashion and then            

K-food. So, without Hallyu it looks like Hansik or, in general, we can call it as                

K-food won't spread as fast as it is now. Now, for example, it is really easy to                 

find Korean food products in big cities in Indonesia. This indirectly is the result              

of the increasingly popular Korean culture in Indonesia which affect the           

popularity of Hansik. This can be seen, for example, in the Blok S , South              3

Jakarta where Korean restaurants are mushrooming, when we go there, [we can            

see that diners] who come to visit not only Korean people but also many              

Indonesians, to taste various kinds of Korean food. (Zaini). 

 

Korean Wave and K-Food are strongly intercorrelated. ‘With the spread of the            

Korean Wave, interest in Hansik is increasing’ (Park Seung-kyu). For instance, as            

K-dramas get popular, K-food follows the flow.  

Korean food is relatively famous in Asia. Locals enjoy Korean dramas and            

entertainment, so they understand Korean food and can easily find Korean           

restaurants in their area. Diners usually prefer tteokbokki and ramyun, the kinds            

from Bunsik (분식 Bunsik ) menu or chicken ribs and grilled meat of types of              4

3 Name of location in South Jakarta. 
4 Bunsik (분식) refers to a place that sells inexpensive food such as tteokbokki (rice cake), omu (fishcake), 
Kimbab, ramyun (instant noodles), etc. It also can be refers as ‘snack restaurants’. 
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restaurant food...Usually, when Korean dramas get big popularity, interest in          

Korea also increases. For example, when ‘My Love from The Star ’ became            5

popular, Korean ‘Chimaek ’ became very popular and many overseas Korean          6

restaurants start selling chicken and beer. (Our Home Marketing Promoter).  

In the 2013 fiscal year, the MCST invested 319 billion won (US$280 million) for              

Hallyu assistance and funding for specific projects (Lee, 2013). For South Korea’s            

gastrodiplomacy campaign, the utilization of ‘popular brand of the country’ is           

significant in order to reach a broad far-reaching audience. This revealed that promoting             

food through Hallyu is also effective as it rekindles the interest in Korean food among               

the public who already and might enjoy K-Wave.  

In terms of branding its products, Korean food has been frequently addressed as             

K-Food both by the institute and the media. This way of using the name K-food is                

shown in naming the projects or events of GHC such as ‘K-Food Supporter Alliance’              

and ‘K-Food Fair’. In addition, the media has referred to Korean food as K-food, which               

particularly implies K-Food as another South Korean product in addition to K-Fashion,            

K-Beauty, K-dramas, and K-Pop. Because of this rise of Korean Wave, which is also              

known as K-Wave, GHC attempts to associate K-Food with K-Wave influence. 

The involvement of nonstate actors in diplomatic practices is also an impactful            

matter, as state actors are not the only ‘vocal actor’ (Lee & Ayhan, 2015). The               

utilization of Hallyu content such as TV dramas, celebrities, and programs are a             

prevalent strategy through which nonstate actors can communicate and transmit          

information openly and widely to reach global eyes. The utilization of Hallyu content is              

also a main reflection of making use of opinion leaders and building relations with              

media strategies. Leaders here not only refer to country or organizational leaders but             

also people that the public looks up to such as celebrities, activists, and national heroes.               

5 A Korean TV drama that was popular in 2013. 
6 Chimaek is a combination of savoury Chicken and Maek (Beer) that is commonly enjoyed by Koreans 
when eating out or at home. 
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Indeed, gastrodiplomacy is a form of cultural diplomacy whose tools are varied and             

far-ranging (Hurn, 2016).  

For this, KFPI has collaborated with celebrities such as Jay Park, Teen Top,             

ZE:A, Electro Boys and Big Star, as well as Brave Girls, who are known as K-Pop idols                 

and singers. The purpose was to create a ‘K-Food Collaboration Album’. Through its             7

website, KFPI refers to the songs as K-Food Songs, and all songs can be freely               

downloaded. In addition, video clips showing interviews with celebrities, cooking classes           

with famous chefs, and TV shows can be streamed online. For instance, KFPI featured              

the members of the famous variety show ‘Infinite Challenge,’ consisting of Yoo Jae-suk,             

Park Myeong-su, Haha, Jeong Jun-ha, Jo Se-ho, and Yang Se-hyung, whose names are             

well-known in the K-Wave entertainment industry worldwide, to promote Bibimbap in           

the video with the title ‘Taste of Harmony’ .  8

 

3.2.2. Citizens on Social Networking: Mukbang  

‘Similar to other social media, the overall dynamics of online social networks can             

be tied to centrifugal forces of globalization that gradually bridging cultural divides’            

(Kurylo and Dumova, 2016). As the product of globalization itself, people use social             

media for various reasons. For instance, social media has opened up space to talk about               

food. Food-related posts are one of the top topics on network platforms such as              

Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, and Pinterest. The infamous saying among millenials          

‘you can learn anything from YouTube’ is proven by many videos that feature content              

such as cooking, eating, and culinary travel with large amounts of viewers from various              

demographics.  

Mukbang is a new trend in food media (De Solier, 2018). Mukbang is a              

combination of two terms, namely muok-da ‘eat’ and song ‘broadcast’, therefore, defined            

7 K-Food Song, retrieved from 
http://www.hansik.org/en/article.do?cmd=html&menu=PEN5060000&lang=en 
8 KFPI Video Clips. Retrieved from 
http://www.hansik.org/en/board.do?cmd=view&bbs_id=036&menu=pen5050000&art_id=46747&lang=en
&preSearchType=ALL&preSearchWord=&searchType=ALL&searchWord=&cpage=1&row=8&seq=467
47 
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as an activity that showing a person or a group of people (called broadcast jockey or BJ)                 

broadcast their eating activity in an online video, sometimes including the process of             

cooking and storytelling. It is one of the special platforms that have content on activities               

related only to food and eating. Mukbang initially became popular in South Korea in              

2009 and 2010. Many of those who owned a channel on AfreecaTV (Korean equivalent              

of YouTube) broadcast their eating activities and interacted with viewers who visit their             

channels. Nowadays, Mukbang has become a global trend in social networking platforms.  

The reason for its popularity relies on many factors, one of which is that mukbang               

helps to boost appetite or make people feel full after watching. Also, for some people               

who dislike eating alone can have virtual eating buddies when watching Mukbang (De             

Solier, 2018). BJs can earn some profits through their own mukbang channels on social              

networking based on how many people watch their videos. BJ Diva, for instance, earns              

$9,300 a month from her channel (Putri, 2018). Moreover, mukbang is a promising career              

for a BJ is because it provides sponsorships, commercialization, and self-branding (Kim,            

2018). As a growing food trend worldwide, mukbang content can be found in almost all               

types of social networking sites with BJs that not only come from Korea or Koreans but                

also from many different countries. They eat various kinds of food from their country or               

others.  

 

Figure 7. Mukbang BJ ‘Diva’ eating samgyupsal (pork belly wraps) (left) and 

Josh ‘Korean Englishman’ introducing Korean makgeolli (Korean rice wine) and jeon 

(Korean Pancake) to Ryan Reynolds (Hollywood actor who plays the Marvel character 

Deadpool) (right). 
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‘As YouTube began to become active around the world, many Korean food             

(Mukbang) channels were exposed, and not only various Korean food but also Korean             

food trends such as Honbab (Solo eating) and Honsul (Solo drinking) are becoming             

popular among foreigners’ (Our Home Marketing Promoter). A Youtube channel called           

‘Korean Englishman’ is one of the most famous channels that introduces Korean cultural             

contents such as food (mukbang), travelling, and interviews through their weekly online            

videos. The channel also introduces Hansik to many famous foreign celebrities such as             

Ryan Reynolds, Tom Holland, Benedict Cumberbatch, Chris Hemsworth, and Tom          

Hiddleston. On other occasions, the hosts also collaborate with Korean celebrities to            

teach them about Hansik.  

Regarding cultural purposes, Josh Carrot, the host of the channel, argues that it is              

easier to introduce Korean culture through food, mentioning that ‘I didn’t intend on             

creating ‘meokbang’ (eating show) videos. The original intention was to introduce           

Korea’s culture. The easiest way to learn a culture is through the foods. Introducing a               

dish to a friend who has never tasted it before, I just naturally eat enthusiastically’ (Ibid,                

2019). Mukbang content helps to boost the number of viewers on their videos. While              

doing Mukbang, Josh and his partner Ollie are not only showing their reactions after              

tasting the food but also sharing the knowledge about the food, such as the ingredients,               

the making process, the history, as well as the manners to eat it.  

Regarding internet media, Trottier and Fuchs (2014) argue that three social           

information processes constitute three forms of sociality: cognition, communication, and          

cooperation. Based on these notions, ‘individuals have certain cognitive features that they            

use to interact with others so that shared spaces of interaction are created. In some cases,                

these spaces are used to just for communication but also for the coproduction of novel               

qualities of overall social systems and for community building’ (Ibid).  

Although restaurants are material culinary contact zones, mukbang videos can be           

regarded as virtual culinary contact zones. Food as the subject of knowledge in this type               

of video is not merely content but also plays a role in affecting people’s preferences and                
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behaviors by transmitting the information or knowledge that it represents. The knowledge            

that mukbang videos offer are the advertisement or introduction of food through visual             

presentation and cultural aspects by eating the food and through interaction between            

viewers and BJs. With Mukbang content such as Korean Englishman videos, the use of              

opinion leaders such as the aforementioned famous celebrities are useful for enhancing            

the brand of Korean cuisine among the viewers. In addition, Mukbang plays a role in               

promoting product brands. For instance, ‘with the expansion of ‘Mukbang’ program of            

Korea, products such as Samyang Spicy Noodles (불닭볶음면 Buldak boggeum-myeo n )           

are becoming popular among overseas fans’ (Our Home Marketing Promoter). 

In the realm of gastrodiplomacy, this phenomenon can be associated with what            

Paul Rockower called ‘paradiplomacy’ or ‘people-to-people gastrodiplomacy.’ This        

kind of diplomatic practice can be beneficial in the process of spreading awareness of a               

country. For instance, the name ‘mukbang’ is self-explanatory and actually attracts           

recognition from its audiences. This could have effects of increasing the awareness of             

foreign publics toward mukbang’s origins.  

 

‘It is clear that Mukbang is now popular around the world. Influential media such              

as CNN in the US and the BBC in the UK have introduced Mukbang. It can                

potentially contribute to raising the awareness of Korean food’ (PR Team of            

KFPI). 

 

This is indicative of how growing public trends on internet media such as             

Mukbang can be a beneficial and advantageous strategy to make Hansik popular. For             

future strategies, ‘it will be necessary to review Korean food through YouTube and BJ’              

(PR Team of KFPI).  

However, mukbang has drawn concern of making a trend of eating a lot of food in                

one sitting. This is because Mukbang is also perceived as a promoter of binge eating on                

social media. Korean TV programs such as ‘Delicious Guys’ and Mukbang programs in             

internet media show the BJs picking the food they want to eat and typically in an                
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enormous quantity. The government is actually concerned with how mukbang might           

increase the obesity rate within Korea and render a bad influence of South Korea’s name               

outside the country. In fact, the obesity rate in South Korea increased from 26% in 1998                

to 31.7% in 2017 and 34.8% in 2016 (Park, 2018). Therefore, starting in 2019, the               

Korean Ministry of Health and Welfare plans to develop guidelines and create a             

monitoring systems for media that encourage binge eating, such as TV programs or             

internet media, to improve eating behaviour  (Park, 2018).  

 

Figure 8. Poster of Delicious Guys (맛있는 녀석들, Mas-issneun Nyeoseogdeu l) and its 

cast members 

 

This initiative received many negative responses from the BJs and even           

politicians to the extent that they called it ‘communistic’ because it was perceived as an               

act of the government intervening in people’s eating preferences (Chu, 2018). Moreover,            

they argue that mukbang can be helpful for individuals based on their perspectives. For              

some people, mukbang can help them pass feelings of hunger when dieting because they              

feel full after watching. For others, Mukbang can help those who have eating disorders              

to boost the appetite of its viewers. Furthermore, some argue that mukbang is a ‘new               

Hallyu ’ that should be supported by the government because it contributes to promote             

Korean food and expand its market abroad (Ibid).  
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Nonetheless, this initiative has also gained some support from people and health            

studies. A mother living in Seoul was worried about her son’s health caused by eating               

behaviour after following the overeating mukbang trends and wished for a solution            

(Park, 2018). The negative side of such internet content has also been proven by              

research. Liverpool and Cancer Research UK, for instance, has proven that an            

advertisements for content such as mukbang encourage people to consume more           

unhealthy food (Chu, 2018). 

 

3.3. Fostering Cultural Influence  

‘Hansik is an element of South Korean cultural diplomacy. This is considering            

that in the present, various ways are done to improve relations between nations, as in the                

emergence of soft power. Therefore, Hansik can also be said to be South Korea's soft               

power in the form of gastrodiplomacy, improving international relations through food or            

culinary’ (Zaini). South Korea’s food promotional plan not only promotes food           

products, increases the number of restaurants abroad, or expands overseas product           

chains. Making Hansik popular globally is also especially utilized to communicate           

culinary culture to the international community, and such a purpose is achieved in the              

following moves.  

First, South Korean gastrodiplomacy reaches foreign audiences by presenting         

appealing culinary cultural traits through national food. In this regard, standardizing the            

authenticity of Hansik before making it global is a vital move for South Korea to present                

its national identity. South Korea has eagerly established an exact brand of its products              

as healthy and universal food: fermented , healthy, and tasty, the three characteristics of             

South Korea’s culinary culture that have been passed through generations to generations.            

Along with globalizing its food, South Korea has been clinging to these characteristics             

to maintain the authenticity and values of Hansik abroad.  

This strategy seems to fit the recent trend of “healthy foodies”. Johanna            

Mendelson Forman, an American professor who specializes gastrodiplomacy, mentioned         

that even though kimchi produces a pungent smell, it is becoming popular in the United               
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States because people, especially millennials, are 'interested in experimenting with          

healthy food and making food as a craft' (Fifield, 2017). The rise of ‘flexitarianism’,              

refers to another supporting factor of healthy food trends. Flexitarianism is popular due             

to the recent trend of ‘people taking a more environmentally sustainable approach to             

what they eat by reducing their meat consumption in exchange for alternative protein             

sources’ (Delaney, 2018). For such trends, Hansik has much to offer to serve the              

requirements of such a diet. 

Second, GHC reaches foreign audiences by developing talents and expanding          

restaurants abroad through the employment of food diplomats or ambassadors.          

Providing educational and consulting programs for restaurants and employees as well as            

chefs has been major roles of the institutions involved. For instance, South Korea sent a               

team to perform research and collaborate with local chefs to understand target markets.             

In addition, attempts to make fusion dishes using Jang as a base ingredient shows the               

universality of Korean food in that it is not limited only to Korean palates but also to                 

foreign ones, and it can break cultural boundaries among its diners to understand one              

another. This is also performed to provide the experience of one’s national food to build               

intimacy between diners and the food’s culture.  

South Korea has also been embracing the popularity of Hallyu and Mukbang to             

promote Hansik. It seems to be the closest way to reach the general public. For instance,                

with a channel followed by more than 3 millions subscribers and viewers, the popularity              

Korean Englishman on YouTube has brought is seen as impactful in promoting Korea’s             

image around the world. The Corea Image Communication Institute (CICI), an           

organization under the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade handling the            

promotion of South Korea’s positive image internationally, awarded Korean Englishman          

(and other foreigners with different contribution categories) a Korea Image Stepping           

Stone Bridge Award during the 15th Korea Image Award ceremony (Im, 2019). This is              

indicative of how South Korea is showing its supportive means as well as opening ways               

to communicate by encouraging people who enthusiastically contribute to South Korean           

interests.  
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Third is the employment of a two-way street type of communication regarding            

reaching target publics. As has been mentioned previously, gastrodiplomacy is a           

combination of public diplomacy using food as the medium implemented in a form of              

cultural diplomacy. Implementing gastrodiplomacy shows the intention of a country to           

pay attention by listening to ‘local and global public opinion rather than gluttonously             

engaging in advocacy’ (Rockower, 2011). This is the basic component of public            

diplomacy, and the actors who do so ‘are more adept at taking advantage of unorthodox               

openings created by authentic cultural innovations to carry out enhanced public           

diplomacy’ (Ibid).  

South Korea has shown the intention to do so through GHC. They involve the              

general public in participating in its food promotional programs in order to create             

interactive engagements between governments and the general public. For instance, the           

K-Food Supporter Alliance and K-Food Healthy Supporter encourage foreigners to          

spread the love of Hansik. Through these two types of programs, the government shows              

an interest in communicating and cooperating with foreign people in two-way street            

diplomacy. The World Food Expo, an annual event organized by the MCST, was also              

indicative of attracting both the general public and countries’ leaders and representatives            

in South Korea to share education on Korean food.  

 

3.4. Challenges  

The efforts of raising the global popularity of Hansik have been ongoing for 10              

years since starting in 2009. The developing strategies follow recent global trends to             

reach goals that have been set. However, GHC has also experienced some major             

deterioration amid its implementation. The promotional plans began to fade after Lee            

Myung-bak finished his presidential term and received some backlash from food           

specialists such as Hwang Kyo-ik, who called such efforts as embarrassing because he             

thought the government goals were too demanding and set to be accomplished too short              

a period (Fifield, 2017).  
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Considering the role of gastrodiplomacy in other countries, achievements of          

gastrodiplomacy are mainly measured based on how it helps a country raise its national              

brands or positive image abroad. The same applies to Korea; GHC is one of the               

Presidential Council on National Branding plans. Thus, the activities and programs are            

directed to accomplish these goals. However, it has received some backlash in this             

regard. 

Simon Anholt, the father of nation branding, made a negative assessment of            

South Korea’s nation branding. First, he stated in The Korea Times that the branding              

plan to move South Korea from the rank of 33rd to 15th by 2013 in the National Brand                  

Index (NBI) was impossible and an improper way to use the index (Kang, 2009). He               

mentioned that the great progress that South Korea has been making in developing the              

country compared to decades ago as well as the rising popularity of Korean Wave              

(K-Wave) or Hallyu currently have not proven the country has attained a strong image in               

the international community (Anholt, 2011). The reason behind this, as he suggested, is             

because South Korea has not fully offered something useful or meaningful from the             

country to the international community. Therefore, he further suggests that South Korea            

should focus more on developing its culture, people, and governance instead (Ibid).  

Regarding the improvement of South Korea’s image through Hansik, 'there are           

threats to the outside world, such as the state of affairs in North Korea' (Park               

Seung-kyu). This actually has been an on-going issue to the branding plan. The Nation               

Branding Council of South Korea collaborated with World Research to conduct a survey             

on how people perceive South Korea among 1000 foreigners outside the country. 

 

In the poll, 48.4 percent answered security tension between South and North            

Korea was a major stumbling block prompting the country to be placed in a              

relatively poor standing in national brand, followed by Korea's limited          

contribution to the international community (44.1 percent) and socio-political         

instability (41.5 percent) (Kang, 2009). 
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However, the challenges do not stop there. Efforts were also hampered because            

of political and corruption issues after president Park Geun-hye, who continued the            

promotional initiatives, was arrested for corruption (Lipscomb, 2019). This generated an           

investigation on Lee Myung-bak and Kim Yoon-ok, who started the GHC. Such an             

unfortunate event also contributed to a negative impression and criticism from Korean            

society toward the efforts as well as related organizations (Ibid).  

The South Korean government seems aware of the critiques, suggestions, and           

conditions of the country. Nonetheless, in the case of GHC, the government has             

continued developing the plans. A response from the deputy director of the MAFRA in              

the food industry division, Lee Chang-il, acknowledged the critiques and argued that            

promoting Korean food to become globally popular indeed requires a long-term           

planning as well as its terminations. Likewise, the ministry is continuing to support the              

Hansik promotion plans and build a convenient environment for food related           

organizations to coordinate their activities (Lee, 2017).  

Inside KFPI, in 2016, GHC including its goals direction was relaunched as the             

new chairperson of the KFPI, Yoon Suk-ja, was inaugurated. She is seen to be more               

skillful in Hansik, as The Korea Times addressed her as ‘the missionary of Korean food’               

(Kim, 2019). Apart from being the chairperson of the institute, she also served as the               

chief of the Institute of Traditional Korean Food. She has also been frequently involved              

in major events such as the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games and the 2017 and 2018               

Inter-Korean Summits. In globalizing Hansik, her plans for the institution were to focus             

on providing education in relation to Hansik to both private and public sectors. The              

effort in standardizing Korean cuisine abroad in terms of names, recipes, and ingredients             

is also seen to be important for maintaining the characteristic of Hansik through             

generations as well as tackling the problem found among people in differentiating            

Hansik from other food which has some similar or same type of ingredients. For              

instance, she found that bulgogi is called Japanese style BBQ because both are basically              

made of meat and sweet-savory-sauce, and doenjang jjigae was called miso soup            

because basic ingredients for both dishes are made of soybean paste. This problem             
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occurred because many Korean restaurants wanted to associate the names of Korean            

dish with the popularity of Japanese dishes.  

She began to bear fruit for the development of the institute. During her term, she               

concluded business arrangements for the success of the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter           

Olympics and served 10 Korean dishes to the athletes at the big event. In addition, the                

Korean Food Center was established in Seoul to provide a hub of Hansik promotion for               

locals and foreign travellers who want to know more about Hansik.  

South Korean national food culture represents Korea as a nation. Likewise, the            

perception of the country’s culinary culture affects how people perceive a nation. The             

primary goal of GHC is to enhance the national brand by enhancing the status of Korean                

cuisine in the global market. The role of KFPI regarding this matter has been definitive               

through programs and plans that were mentioned in previous sections. Challenges           

appear regarding nonstate activities, such as mukbang. It is indeed a helpful            

communication strategy to promote South Korean culinary products and trends because           

mukbang is not only popular in Korea but also around the world. However, mukbang              

seems to be unstable regarding promoting the characteristics of Korean food culture            

based on what the government holds in high esteem, which are healthy and universal              

food, ‘because the excellence interpretation of Korean food in Mukbang videos are            

limited to BJs’ interpretation’ (PR Team of KFPI). Therefore, the Ministry of Health and              

Welfare has made plans to develop guidelines in order to ‘understand the current             

mukbang culture’ (Chu, 2018). ‘It is also necessary to think about how to make              

mukbang effective to promote the positive aspects of Korean food’ (PR Team of KFPI). 

All the strategic moves have been attempted to increase the popularity of Hansik             

globally. However, no exact international standards or guidelines are available for           

measuring the global popularity of one’s national food (Pham, 2013; Lipscomb, 2019).            

Nonetheless, some successful stories in some key areas of interest can be explored to              

analyze the implications of gastrodiplomacy to South Korea, the result of which is             

discussed in the subsequent subsections. 
4.   
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Chapter 4. Success of South Korea’s Gastrodiplomacy: the        

Increasing Global Popularity 
Because most gastrodiplomacy efforts start with a campaign to make national           

food or cuisine globally popular, the success of gastrodiplomacy is reached when its             

national food becomes accepted by global palates and attains global popularity. Looking            

back at the success stories of five countries, Thailand, Japan, Malaysia, Peru, and             

Taiwan, global popularity is the most common goal of countries that practice            

gastrodiplomacy. Likewise, regarding its effectiveness, the evaluation of        

gastrodiplomacy can be measured based on its impacts in some key areas. In the case of                

South Korea, those key areas are: international awareness toward culinary brands, cross            

cultural collaboration, and tourism.  

 

4.1. Raise International Awareness Toward South Korea’s Culinary       

Culture  

Food culture speaks to a nation’s identity, culture, and society. Kimchi, for            

instance, is a fermented napa cabbage with spicy and sour flavors that is commonly              

served as a side dish. The process of making kimchi, known as kimjang, commonly              

occurs at the beginning of winter because kimchi was originally made as a survival food               

for the cold season. Currently, it is an everyday food and has been inherited as an eating                 

habit within Korean society. Kimchi represents the identity of Koreans as a nation.             

Pham (2013) argues that kimchi ‘serves as a globally recognizable marker of Korean             

national identity compared to national flags, national anthems, or even Hangul writing            

system’. Hence, foods, and to a larger extent national cuisines, are an entry level to learn                

the differences or commonalities of one’s own culture with another (Cwiertka, 2014;            

Spence, 2016). 

For South Korea, kimchi represents the authenticity of Korean food culture. The            

kimchi making process follows recipes that have been passed through generations. In            
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1996, the so-called Kimchi War (Kimchi Jeonjaeng ) began when Japan tried to add             

Kimchi as one of the official Japanese foods at the Atlanta Olympics. Japan has              

continued to produce its kimchi as well as coordinate exports of instant kimchi.             

However, their Kimchi did not represent the original taste of kimchi because it had a               

different flavor due to a different fermentation process. South Korea proposed adding a             

standardized recipe for kimchi to the Codex Alimentarius Commision in response, and            

won the case by successfully owning the international standard kimchi recipe (Cwiertka,            

2014).  

As the next step, the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the              

Official Korea Tourism Organization have been highlighting South Korea as the home            

country of kimchi (KFPI News, 2012). The country holds the annual World Kimchi             

Festival every November, where Koreans gather and participate in kimjang to make            

large amounts of kimchi. One major achievement from this was when kimchi was             

recognized by UNESCO as a World Intangible Cultural Heritage on December 5, 2013.  

As such, food is one of the country’s national brands. Similar to K-Wave,             

K-Food is another South Korean brand that deserves to attain global recognition. The             

efforts in attaining global recognition of kimchi has made it a South Korean culinary              

brand that recently has become a food trend among millenials who strive for healthy              

food despite the pungent smell (Fifield, 2017).  

Korean food culture is South Korea’s soft power. As a culture, soft power works              

when it upholds the potential of attractiveness to others (Nye, 2008). As much as other               

attractive South Korean resources can attract international audience, the positive          

response toward Korean food abroad is one opportunity to raise international awareness            

of South Korea.  

In terms of national branding, although the position did not move to 15th in the               

NBI ranking, South Korea’s place has moved from 33th in 2008 to 27th in 2011 since                

the launch of GHC. The measurement based on As Anholt’s previous argument that the              9

9 GFK Group. America Remains the Most Admired Country Globally in the 2010 Anholt-GfK Roper 
Nation Brands Index(SM). Retrieved September 5, 2019 from 
http://www.gfk.com/group/press_information/press_releases/008789/index.en.html.  
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branding strategy in culture such as food does bring more impact to South Korea’s              

national brands (Pham, 2013).  

According to a ministry survey conducted in South Korea, the awareness of            

Hansik among New Yorkers has risen from 24.2% in 2011 to 64.3% in 2016 during the                

globalization project (Lee, 2017). The survey was conducted annually up until more            

recently, in 2018, KFPI sent a team to conduct the 2018 Global Food Consumer Survey               

in 16 countries around the world to measure how much the locals recognize Korean              

food. Of the total 6900 participants, 54.0% recognized Hansik, which constituted half of             

the total demographic (see Figure 9).  

Figure 9. The 2018 Global Food Consumer Survey  

Source: KFPI 
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Figure 10. 2018 Global Food Consumer Survey: Trends of Korean Food 

Awareness in 10 Existing Cities by Year 

Source: KFPI 

 

However, the result also shows that the percentage of Hansik recognition           

decreased among the total participants in the 10 cities from 64.1% in 2017 to 53.2% in                

2018 (see Figure 10). After further interviews with the participants, the institute stated             

that the decrease was due to the competitiveness with South Korea’s brand K-pop.             

K-pop’s spread worldwide has made it more recognizable as a global trend from South              

Korea than food. In this survey, people mostly argued that they knew more about K-pop               

compared with Hansik after being asked ‘to what extent do you know Hansik? (hansig-e              

daehae eolmana algo iss-eoyo? 한식에대해 얼마나 알고있어요?) ’ 10

 

10 The data retrieved from the final report of the 2018 Global Food Consumer Survey completed in October 
2018 by the Korean Food Promotion Institute. 
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Figure 11. The 2018 Global Food Consumer Survey: Global Korean Food 

Satisfaction 2018  

Source: KFPI 

 

Nonetheless, the result of the same demographics revealed an increased          

percentage in terms of satisfaction. In 2018, among the same participants, 89.9% had             

visited Korean restaurants (PR Team of KFPI), and 93.9% of participants who had             

experience eating Korean food were satisfied with Korean food, which was 10.7%            

higher than the result of the 2017 survey (see figure 11). In a more recent achievement                

of GHC, a growing number of restaurants have been awarded Michelin stars, from zero              

restaurants in 2010 to 15 restaurants in 2018, such as Layeon, Gaon, Kwon Sook-soo,              

Bichae, and Gem. (Management Planning team of KFPI). These types of events have             

helped modernize Hansik to a global standard and improve Korea’s image among            

foreign consumers.  

Similar to popular brands such as anime and manga from Japan, the utilization of              

K-Wave’s popularity as a communication strategy for GHC has also brought impact in             

raising awareness of K-Food. In other words, K-Food has become anew type of K-Wave              

(KFPI News, 2012). This statement is validated by the survey on the status of Korean               
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culture in 2019. The results indicated that ‘Hansik ranked first (43.2%) as the most              

popular Korean cultural content, the second is K-Beauty (40.1%), and the third is             

fashion (35.6%)’ (Park Seung-kyu). 

These achievements are not only helpful to measure foreign public awareness           

toward Hansik, but also useful to quantify the acceptance of Hansik flavor among             

foreign public’s palate.  

 

4.2. Increase Cross-Cultural Collaboration  

GHC has also had some achievements in the number of cross cultural            

collaboration initiatives. This can be evaluated based on engagements with international           

partners and the number of Korean restaurants abroad. 

Seeking engagement with international partners has been a major strategy and           

tactic of GHC to reach locals and expand the brand market. The government has reaped               

what they sowed in this regard. A number of long-term collaboration initiatives with local              

chefs have been created in some target places.  

Currently, according to Park Seung-kyu, ‘KFPI are working on a local Korean            

Food Promotion business with Korean Restaurant Consultative group in Paris’. This is a             

long-term agreement between both countries, as the KFPI has sealed partnerships with            

international communication and marketing agencies such as SOPEXA and annual          

festival ‘The Taste of Paris’ to collaborate in catering professionals, exhibition and            

promotion of meals, training, and exchange programs between Korean and French chefs            

(KFPI News, 2017). The initiative is run based on the concern that Korean food has not                

been popular among the locals, which is also a way to expand the market in Paris. 

From July to September 2019, KFPI dispatched Korean education instructors to           

overseas educational institutions in India (Management Planning team of KFPI). The           

institute also reported in May 2019 that GHC has concluded business agreements with             

20 Korean companies to support Korean food ingredients (Management Planning team           

of KFPI). Recently, KFPI created the ‘Korean Healthy Food Supporter,’ defined as a             

group of foreigners participating to support the promotion of K-Food at home or abroad              
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through online activities (Management Planning of KFPI). This is the same type of             

strategy as K-Food Supporter Alliance but aimed wider in terms of target. The Korean              

Healthy Food Supporter involves not only foreign students in Korea but also all             

foreigners who love Hansik.  

In regard to overseas restaurants, although the achievements made are not the            

same as the set goals (to spread to 20,000 restaurants by 2017), the improvements remain               

obvious. The number of overseas Korean restaurants has expanded from 116 restaurants            

in 2009 to 1,067 restaurants in 2018 (Management Planning team of KFPI). In addition,              

Korean restaurant franchises have penetrated the foreign market globally. Chain          

restaurants such as Lotteria, BBQ, and Nolbu are some of the most successful (Choi,              

2012). The number has moved upwards from 234 restaurants by 41 chains in 2012 to 732                

restaurant by 73 chains (Lee, 2017). The Ministry of Knowledge and Economy reported             

that food service companies contributed up to 40 trillion won to the country’s income in               

2008, half of the total franchise market revenue of South Korea (Choi, 2012). In what               

Farrer (2015) called culinary contact zones, these achievements have expanded the area            

of zones and spurred wider opportunities to reach foreign diners.  

In more recent achievements, food service companies, such as CJ Foodville and            

Our Home, have also contributed to the boom of Hansik abroad. CJ Foodville, the major               

food service partner with GHC, has open bakeries and restaurant chains within the             

country and overseas. Since 2010, Bibigo, a Bibimbap restaurant and a global brand             

product of CJ Foodville, has been launched in 20 countries and 6,000 outlets around the               

world, including in Los Angeles, London, Singapore, and Beijing (Bibigo, 2015). 
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Figure 12. Bibigo restaurants at the arrival gate area in Incheon Airport, South Korea. 

 

Following CJ Foodville, Our Home has been spreading their products overseas as            

well. ‘Our Home are exporting to the Americas, Japan, China, Taiwan and other regions.              

We also join big events and fairs in relation to food to promote our products’ (Our Home                 

Marketing Promoter). These achievements are not only impactful for the country’s           

gastrodiplomacy but also gainful for the development of the country’s economic           

investments. 

 

4.3. Spur Growth in Tourism  

Gastrodiplomacy and tourism are related in that the charm of a country’s food is              

highlighted through the promotional plans and campaigns toward foreigners allowing          

them to try, appreciate, understand, and build relations and memories with the food. This              

then motivates them to travel to the food’s country of origin. Suntikul (2017) further              

enlightened the concept of why gastrodiplomacy could spur the growth of a country’s             

tourism by stating that ‘gastrodiplomacy campaigns [diplomacy] contribute to the          

establishment and cuisine quality control of ethnic restaurants abroad [food],          

encouraging positive associations among patrons [diplomacy], which motivate travel to          

the country [tourism], where tourists patronize restaurants and other culinary sites           
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[food], at which they gain a deeper knowledge and engagement with the culture             

[diplomacy], spurring repeat visits to ethnic restaurants abroad [food] and the nation            

itself [tourism], contributing to Nye’s third dimension of public diplomacy, “developing           

relations in the long term” [diplomacy]’. 

In regard to tourism in South Korea, the World Economic Forum’s ‘Travel and             

Tourism Competitiveness Report’ in 2011 placed South Korea 32nd among 139           

countries (Choi, 2012). This ranking is considered to be low on the list. One major factor                

in South Korea’s low profile in the international community was the low rate of              

consideration to select South Korea as a tourist destination due to its lack of tourist               

attractions (Schmuck, 2011). This has been a major concern in the branding plan, and              

its improvement has been exerted as one of the major goals of GHC.  

Similar to other countries such as Peru, Taiwan, and Thailand, the increased            

popularity of national cuisine has proven to be beneficial in tourism. In the case of South                

Korea, the impact showed a growth in the number of visitor arrivals from 13.4%              

(7,817,533 visitors) in 2009 to 16.6% (14,201,516 visitors) in 2014.  11

Although achievements cannot be totally associated with the impact of GHC, the            

promotional plans had a role in the gains. The growing popularity of Hansik attracts              

people from outside South Korea to try the taste of Hansik at Korean restaurants in their                

home countries or by directly visiting South Korea for a genuine food experience . The              

International Visitor Survey by Korean Culture and Tourism Institute showed that in            

2008, food (41.5%) was the second-largest consideration of tourists visiting South Korea            

after shopping (44.4%). In addition, according to the International Visitor Survey 2017,            

the percentage is gradually increasing each year as food retains the second position with              

42.8% in 2015 and increasing to 44.5% in 2017 (see Figure 13).  

11 Data retrieved from Visitor Arrivals, Korean Departures, Int'l Tourism Receipts & Expenditures by 
Korea Tourism Organization, https://kto.visitkorea.or.kr/eng/tourismStatics/keyFacts/visitorArrivals.kto  
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Figure 13. Considerations for deciding to visit Korea  

Source: The Korea Culture and Tourism Institute 

 

As mentioned before, no global standard measures the popularity of national           

cuisines. However, the success story in some key areas of South Korea has enlightened              

the concept of gastrodiplomacy as it correlates with the practice of fostering a country’s              

cultural influence abroad, making contributions to enhancing national brands, and other           

related sectors. In the case of South Korea, this is demonstrated by the awareness toward               

Hansik that is dynamic yet fruitful, the rate of satisfaction toward Hansik among foreign              

publics that is increasing gradually, the NBI ranking that has moved upwards slowly, the              

number of overseas Korean restaurants that have increased, the tourism sector that has             

developed to some extent, and more engagements with international partners have been            

established. 

 

 
 

5. gjqGDg  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

This research has explored gastrodiplomacy through the global promotion of a           

country’s national cuisine by using the case of South Korea. It particularly assesses South              

Korea’s gastrodiplomacy institutions, goals, tools, actors, and strategies employed to          

implement gastrodiplomacy by linking it to South Korea’s ability to spread cultural            

influence. Through the analysis, this thesis answers the questions: how does South Korea             

conduct gastrodiplomacy through the promotion of Hansik to the global community, and            

what are the impacts of South Korea’s success in gastrodiplomacy for the country? 

This thesis found that South Korea has employed at least five major strategies in              

implementing the promotional projects. First, embedding a culinary identity by          

highlighting culinary characteristics. The characteristics refer to healthy and tasty          

Hansik, the food that carries balance and harmony of nature. Such a message has proved               

to be appealing to the global food trends as interest toward healthy food trends such as                

‘flexitarianism’ is growing and thus contributing to the growing popularity of Hansik            

abroad. Second, expanding overseas restaurant chains and markets. Third, seeking          

engagements with international partners to develop food talents. Fourth, the utilization of            

events inside and outside the country. These strategies are imperative in expanding the             

zones of culinary contact abroad to reach locals. Along with that, the plans have proven               

to increase the country’s economic investments in the food industries sector as well as in               

tourism. Fifth, building relationships with media. Such a strategy has proven to be useful              

to exposing leader opinions about the food.  

The characteristic of South Korean gastrodiplomacy is the utilization of Hallyu           

contents. K-Wave is an opportunity for South Korea’s gastrodiplomacy to form           

engagements. Korean TV dramas and shows as well as celebrities are some of the              

prevalent contents of Korean Wave that embed the visualization of Hansik. As such,             

foreigners knowing Korean food from such content is becoming common. Mukbang, the            

eat-broadcast content on internet media, has also drawn recognition from people as well             

as the South Korean government. Despite the fact that Mukbang also emerge some bad              
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effect on South Korea’s image, such content is seen to be impactful in introducing              

Hansik, thus raising the awareness toward it.  

From all of those strategies, it is indicative of how reaching the target audience              

through direct and indirect engagements is the basic core of what shapes strategies and              

efforts in implementing South Korean gastrodiplomacy. It is also the characteristic of            

South Korean gastrodiplomacy if we compare to other countries. For instance, Peru’s            

method is mainly using online resources such as websites filled with content like movies,              

news, and entertainment related to Peruvian cuisine, to promote their food to international             

community. Thai food and Japanese food have focused on spreading their food products             

globally through the efforts of maintaining food talents and quality as well as expand the               

number of overseas restaurants. Indeed, South Korea has been doing the same. However,             

the fact that Thailand’s Tom Yam and Pad Thai and Japanese Sushi have been already               

gaining recognition way far before Hansik, makes South Korea needs to be more active              

in seeking more engagements.  

As such, this thesis concludes that South Korea has implemented gastrodiplomacy           

through its food globalization project, the Global Hansik Campaign. This statement is            

derived from the analysis made based on the association of such activities to the role of                

gastrodiplomacy: fostering cultural influence. The evaluation on South Korean         

gastrodiplomacy in fostering cultural influence can be seen in some key areas.            

international awareness of Korean food is increasing per year, followed by the rise of              

foreign people’s satisfaction with Korean food. Country’s image is enhanced looking at            

the rank of National Brand Index (NBI) that has moved upward. The number of overseas               

Korean restaurants and international cooperation in the food industry have increased per            

year. Gastrodiplomacy has spurred a growth in the tourism sector as food has become a               

major consideration for visiting South Korea since 2013.  

However, South Korean gastrodiplomacy is not without challenges. There have          

been arguments and critiques over the promotional and branding plans. The initiatives            

were considered to be too ambitious and demanding a high result in a short period. In                

addition, political and corruption issues within the country has also made people lose             
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faith in the project’s goals. Confusion in distinguishing between North and South Korea             

as well as distinguishing South Korean food with other countries similar food products             

such as from China, Japan, and Taiwan, are also a challenge in developing South Korean               

food brands.  

At last, this thesis concludes the findings through theoretical analysis, however,           

some limitations should be noted. First, this study uses only one country as a case;               

although it has the same concepts and goals at a basic level, the strategy of               

gastrodiplomacy in one country might differ with that of another country, for example,             

South Korea’s utilization of Hallyu and Mukbang. Furthermore, this thesis studies only            

the current situation of gastrodiplomacy, which is gastrodiplomacy of South Korea from            

2009 until 2019, and the economic income of South Korea depend on many factors.              

Therefore, the achievements explored in this thesis can not be applied to measure South              

Korea’s development as a whole. Nonetheless, this thesis can be a useful resource for              

enriching knowledge in gastrodiplomacy based on the concept and examples. 

Second, this thesis only conducted an in-depth interview, and the data are all             

secondary data from government websites and scholarly books. Because gastrodiplomacy          

is also a relatively new development in diplomacy, in particular, with the case of South               

Korea, the data published by the media are also useful for the analysis. The KFPI is                

mainly associated with its reports and news to locals respective media such as The              

Korean Herald, The Korea Times, Korea JoongAng Daily, and Korea.net, the results            

from which have proven to help validate the findings of this research. For future research,               

continuing research on the same topic by conducting a survey on foreign public             

perception toward a country after experiencing its food culture would be useful. 

This study admits some limitations in providing more credible conclusions. This           

research rather presents knowledge and information to invite future readers to discuss the             

conclusions obtained and the related concepts. 
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Appendix 

Park Seung-kyu, The Auditor of KFPI Interview 

Interview with Park Seungkyu 

2019-05-10, Email Interview 

 

Dear Aika Ramayu. My name is SeungKyu Park, Auditor at the Korean Food Promotion              

Institute. You requested, “Interview request for research on South Korea's          

gastrodiplomacy program and nation branding. ” Regarding this request, please check our            

answer down below. First, I would like to inform you that the Korean Food              

Foundation(KFF) you refer to was renamed the Korean Food Promotion Institute(KFPI)           

in October 2017. Our Web Site has describes the vision, goals, and areas of work of the                 

Korean Food Promotion Institute, so please refer to it.(http://www.hansik.org/en/ ) -          

Globalization  

 

1. How KFPI uphold the promotion of Korean at global stage? 

- As a public institution, KFPI promotes Korean food(Hansik) through various          

projects such as overseas promotion activities and support for local Hansik           

promotion projects using Foreign Korean restaurants' Consultative Groups in major          

regions.  

 

2. What is KFPI's role in South Korea nation branding?  

- KFPI strives to enhance the national brand by enhancing the status of Korean cuisine              

in the global market and securing its competitiveness by promoting "Hansik" among            

Korean culture.  

 

3. What are the images that being promoted through Korean food globalization           

project?  
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- In order to enhance Korea's national brand, we will use Hansik content to recognize              

it as a healthy and universal food.  

 

4. How KFPI reach global foreign audience?  

- Various hansik promotion activities, overseas hansik education, and support to          

enhance the competitiveness of overseas Korean restaurants have expanded         

opportunities for overseas consumers to experience hansik.  

 

5. How is the response from foreign audience?  

- With the spread of the Korean Wave, interest in Hansik is increasing. According to              

the survey on the status of Korean culture in 2019, Hansik ranked first (43.2%) as               

the most popular Korean cultural content. Second, K-Beauty (40.1%), third, Fashion           

(35.6%).  

 

6. What are the challenges and advantages in this particular activities? 

- push ahead the Hansik promotion project, people around the world become aware of             

Hansik, and interest in Hansik is increased Korea's national brand too.However,           

there are threats to the outside world, such as the state of affairs in North Korea. And                 

KFPI are working on a local Korean Food Promotion business with Korean            

Restaurant Consultative group in Paris.Please contact the contact information below          

for further information. If you need the original material to take advantage of the              

content, please contact us to down below contact information. KFPI Auditor : Seung             

kyu Park (+82 2 6300 2082 / parksk@hansik.or.kr) Thank you. 

 

International Marketing Promoter of Our Home Company 

Interview with the International Marketing Promoter of Our Home Company 

2019-08-21, Email Interview 

 

1. How famous is Korean food overseas in your opinion? 
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- 아시아 지역에서는 한국 음식이 비교적 유명한 편임. 현지인들이 한국 드라마          

혹은 예능을 즐겨 보기 때문에 한국 음식에 대한 이해가 높고 현지에도 한식            

식당을 쉽게 찾아볼 수 있음. 분식류인 떡볶이, 라면 종류를선호하고닭갈비나           

구워먹는 고기를 파는 식당이 보편적으로 분포되어 있음. [Korean food is          

relatively famous in Asia. Locals enjoy Korean dramas and entertainment, so they            

understand Korean food and can easily find Korean restaurants in their area. Diners             

usually prefer tteokbokki and ramen, the kinds from Bunsik (분식) menu or chicken             

ribs and grilled meat of types of restaurant food.] 

 

2. When is the most high interests of Korean food product overseas?  

- 보통 한국 드라마가 큰 인기를 얻을 때 해외에서의 한국에 대한 관심도 함께            

높아지는 편임. 예를 들어 ‘별에서 온 그대’가 인기를 얻을 때 한국의 ‘치맥’이            

큰 인기를 끌었고 치킨과 맥주를 파는 식당이 많이 생겨남. 또한 한국에서           

‘먹방’ 프로그램이 늘어나면서 해외 팬들 사이에서는 불닭볶음면 등의 제품이         

인기를 얻음. [Usually, when Korean dramas get big popularity, interest in Korea            

also increases. For example, when ‘My Love from The Star’ became popular, Korean             

‘Chimaek’ became very popular and many overseas Korean restaurants start selling           

chicken and beer. In addition, with the expansion of Mukbang program of Korea,             

products such as Samyang Spicy Noodles (불닭볶음면) are becoming popular          

among overseas fans.]  

 

3. How Korean food company is benefited from Hallyu? 

- 잘 모르겠음. [I don't know.] 

 

4. How does Our Home company promote their products? 
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- 현지 거래처들의 직접적인 영업활동과 전시회 등의 참가를 통해 홍보 진행          

(정확한 루트는 모르겠음). [Promote through direct sales activities to local          

customers and participation in exhibitions (I do not know the exact route).] 

 

5. What do you think about the trend of Mukbang in promoting Korean food             

products abroad?  

- 유튜브가 전세계적으로 활성화 되기 시작하면서 한국의 많은 먹방 채널이         

노출되었고그로인해한국식품뿐만아니라혼밥, 혼술등의국내의다양한음식          

트렌드 또한 공유되었다고 생각함. [As YouTube began to become active around           

the world, many Korean food (Mukbang) channels were exposed, and not only            

various Korean food but also Korean food trends such as honbab (Solo eating) and              

honsul  (Solo drinking) are becoming popular among foreigners.] 

 

6. Have Our Home established any cross-cultural collaborations with overseas food          

service companies, expats, or events? 

- 아워홈은 미주, 일본, 중국, 대만 등 지역에 다양하게 수출을 진행하고          

있으며(정확한 거래처는 모르겠음) 대외적으로 시행되는 대규모 식품 박람회        

등에도 참가하고 있는것으로 알고 있음. [Our homes are exporting to the US,            

Japan, China, Taiwan and other regions (I don't know the exact customers). We also              

join big events and fairs in relation to food to promote our products.] 

 

 

Public Relations Team and Management Planning Team of KFPI         

Interview 

Interview with the Public Relations and Management Planning Team of KFPI 

2019-09-19, Email Interview 
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1. Regarding presenting national identity through culinary, what are the food           

of Korean food culture that represent South Korea as a nation according to             

KFPI? 

1. 한식진흥원이 정의하는 한국의 정체성을 나타내는 한국의 음식문화는        

무엇인가? 

(답변) 경영기획팀 

 ‘19년 8월 27일 공포된 한식진흥법에 한식에 대한 정의가 있습니다.  

“‘한식’이란 우리나라에서 사용되어 온 식재료 또는 그와 유사한 식재료를         

사용하여 우리나라 고유의 조리방법 또는 그와 유사한 조리방법을 이용하여         

만들어진 음식과 그 음식과 관련된 유·무형의 자원·활동 및 음식문화를         

말한다.”(한식진흥법 제2조(정의) 1항) 

또한 “한식”은 전통식품뿐 아니라 현대에나타나고, 퓨전화된음식물과이를          

바탕으로 하는 식문화까지 포괄하고 있습니다. 

이와 별개로 한국의 정체성을 나타내는 한국의 음식문화는 반상차림,         

식기(수저, 유기, 자기, 목기), 상(호족반, 구족반, 주칠반 등), 발효음식(된장,         

간장, 고추장, 김치, 술, 식초 등), 용기(옹기 등), 관혼상제례 음식, 절기음식,           

명절음식 등이 있습니다.  

 

(Response) Management Planning Team 

'The Korean Food Promotion Act, promulgated on August 27, 1919, defines            

Korean food. 

“'Korean food' refers to food made using Korean or similar foods that have been              

used in Korea or similar foods, and the tangible and intangible resources, activities             

and food cultures associated with the food. (Korean Food Promotion Act Article 2             

(Definition) Clause 1) 

In addition, “Korean food” appears not only in traditional foods but also in modern               

times, and encompasses fused foods and food culture based on them. 
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Separately, Korean food culture, which shows Korean identity, includes          

half-dressing, tableware (cutlery, organic, porcelain, woodware), table set        

(hobanban, gujoban, jujuilban , etc.), fermented food (doenjang, soy sauce, red          

pepper paste, kimchi, Alcohol, vinegar, etc.), containers (such as Onggi),          

ceremonial food, seasonal foods, and holiday foods. 

 

 

 

2. Is there any data from KFPI that measure people's perception towards            

Korea after experiencing Hansik? 

2. 한식을 겪은 후 한국에 대한 국민의 인식을 측정하는 KFPI 자료가           

있습니까? 

(답변) 조사연구팀 

한식진흥원이 실시한 “2018 글로벌 한식 소비자 조사” 결과 한식을 취식한           

경험이 있는 응답자의 한식에 대한 만족도는 93.9%였으며, 한식당 방문에         

대한 만족도는 89.9%로 조사되었습니다.(전 세계 16개 도시 총 9,600명 대상          

조사 결과)  

한식 취식 후 한국에 대한 인식변화에 대한 조사는 이루어지지 않았으나,           

해외 소비자들의 한식 이용 실태에 관한 자세한 조사가 진행되었으며, 해당          

조사의 결과보고서는 한식진흥원 홈페이지 한식아카이브의     

한식산업정보에서 다운받을 수 있습니다. 

 

(Response) Research team 

According to the '2018 Global Korean Consumers Survey' conducted by the            

Korean Food Promotion Agency, 93.9% of respondents who had experience eating           

Korean foods were satisfied with Korean food, and 89.9% of them visited Korean             

restaurants. Investigation result) 
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There was no survey on changes in Korean perceptions after Korean food was              

eaten, but detailed surveys on the use of Korean food by overseas consumers were              

conducted. The report of the survey can be downloaded from the Korean Food             

Industry Information on the Korean Food Archives website. . 

 

 

3. I have found that many of KFPI programs is to collaborate with local chefs               

and create fusion dishes. Does KFPI aware of Korean culinary identity           

might be fading as the fusion might be more well-accepted by foreigners? 

3. 많은 KFPI 프로그램이현지요리사와협력하고퓨전요리를만드는것임을           

알게 되었습니다. 퓨전 등 한국 음식의 정체성 희석은 외국인들에게         

한식을 더 잘 알 수 있도록 합니까? 

(답변) 홍보사업팀 

퓨전한식은 전통한식과 달리 현재 음식트렌드와 현지 입맛에 맞게         

자연스럽게 변화된 예로 한국음식의 정체성이 희석 된다기보다 오히려        

한식의 접근문턱을 낮추어 한식의 접근성을 높여주는 긍정적인 영향을 주고         

있습니다. 

 

(Response) PR Team 

In every global food, the food is naturally changed to fit the current food trends                

and easier to reach local tastes. So in fusion Korean food, it is not diluting the                

identity of Korean food. 
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4. What do you think about Mukbang when it comes to promoting Korea’s             

image? 

4. 한국의 이미지를 홍보 할 때 먹방에 대해 어떻게 생각하십니까? 

(답변) 홍보사업팀 

먹방은 현재 전 세계적으로 인기를 끄는 콘텐츠임에는 분명합니다. 미국의          

CNN, 영국의 BBC와 같은 유력 언론에서도 한국의 먹방을 소개한 바          

있는데요. 한국음식의 인지도를 높이는 데에는 기여할 수 있을거라        

생각하지만 단순한 먹방이 한식의 긍정적인 측면에는 어떤 영향을 미칠         

것인가에 대해서는 고민해볼 필요가 있다고 생각합니다.  

 

(Response) PR Team 

It's clear that Mukbang is now popular around the world. Influential media such as              

CNN in the US and the BBC in the UK have introduced Mukbang. It can               

potentially contribute to raising the awareness of Korean food, but I think it is              

necessary to think about how to make Mukbang effective to promote the positive             

aspects of Korean food. 

 

5. Since Mukbang is so popular among foreigners, for example, Korean           

Englishman, do the government, or in this case KFPI, plan on including            

mukbang content, such as the BJs or the channels on Youtube to the             

promotional programs? Or has it already? 

5. 먹방은한국인영국인과같이외국인들에게인기가높기때문에정부또는           

이 경우 KFPI에서 BJ나 유튜브 채널과 같은 먹방 콘텐츠를 프로모션          

프로그램에 포함시킬 계획입니까? 아니면 이미 있습니까? 
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(답변) 홍보사업팀 

현재는 별도의 계획이 없지만, 외국인들이 유튜브를 통해 한식을 많이          

접하고 있으므로 유투브, BJ를 통한 한식홍보 검토할 필요도 있을거라         

생각합니다만 단순 ‘먹방’ 보다는 한식을 잘 알려주는 콘텐츠        

크리에이터와의 협업일거라 생각합니다.  

 

(Response) PR Team 

Currently, there is no separate plan, but since foreigners are exposed to Korean              

food through YouTube, I think it will be necessary to review Korean food through              

YouTube and BJ. I think. 

 

 

 

6. What are the negative side of mukbang to Korean food's image? I’ve found              

that Mukbang is seen to promote unhealthy life as the host of the show              

commonly broadcast eating food in enormous amount. Please give me          

more thoughts about this. 

 

6. 한국 음식의 이미지에 대한 먹방의 부정적인 면은 무엇입니까? 제          

생각에는 호스트(방송자)가 일반적으로 엄청난 양의 음식을 방송하기       

때문에 먹방은 건강에 해로운 생활을 장려하는 것으로 나타났습니다.        

이것에 대해 어떻게 생각하는지요? 
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(답변) 홍보사업팀 

먹방은방송인이음식을먹는모습을보여주며시청자들의식욕을돋우거나          

대리만족을 느끼게 하여 인기를 끌고 있지만, 방송인의 주관적 해석 등으로          

먹방이 변질될 수도 있기 때문에, 건강한 한국음식의 우수성을 알리는 데는          

한계가 있다는 부정적 요소도 있습니다. 

 

(Response) PR Team 

Mukbang is popular because it shows viewers eating activity and rise viewers’             

appetite or satisfactory. But there are also negative factors, because the excellence            

interpretation of Korean food in Mukbang videos are limited to BJs’ interpretation.  

 

7. What do Anti-Korean Wave sentiments impact to food promotional          

program? And how does KFPI handle it? 

7. 반한감정(혐한감정)은 식품 홍보 프로그램에 어떤 영향을 미칩니까?        

그리고 KFPI는 어떻게 처리합니까? 

(답변) 홍보사업팀 

 외교적인 사안으로 별도의 답변은 없습니다. 

 

(Response) PR Team 

Diplomatic matters, no response. 
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8. Kim Hong-wu ever mentioned that "Korean food globalization is not an            

isolated initiative. A wide variety of added value can be created in the             

course of pursuing that goal, including job creation in the food industry,            

fostering Korean culinary experts, increasing exports of Korean food and          

agricultural products, and enhancing Korea's national brand.” Is there         

any data that I can browse to see the results? 

8. 김홍우가 말하길 “한식의 세계화는 1차원 적인 계획이 아니다. 외식업계          

일자리창조, 한식전문가 양성, 한국의 식재료 및 농산물 수출 등 여러          

가지 가치가 내포되어있으며 즉, 한국의 국가브랜드 가치를 높이는        

것이다. 위의 내용과 관련하여 데이터(결과물)을 얻고 싶다 

 

 

(답변) 경영기획팀 

❍ 한식세계화 추진 전략 발표(‘09.5월) 및「한식세계화 추진단*」       

구성·운영(‘09.10월) 등을 통해 국가 차원의 한식 정책 추진 

- 이후, 한식재단을 설립(‘10.3월) 등을 통한 본격적인 한식세계화를         

추진하였으며, 초기 정책은 국내외 한식 홍보에 집중 

 ❍ 이에 따라 한식 인지도가 상승(‘11: 28.5% → ’18: 53.7, 뉴욕 기준)하고, 

- 해외 진출 한식당(‘09: 116개 매장 → ’18: 1,067), 전통 장류 수출(‘10:             

35백만달러 → ’18: 53), 미쉐린스타 지정* 한식 레스토랑도 증가 

* (‘10) 0개소 → (’18) 15개소(라연, 가온, 권숙수, 정식당, 곳간, 비채나,            

주옥 등) 

 

(Response) Management Planning Team 

❍ Promoting Korean food policy at the national level through the            

announcement of the Korean food globalization strategy ('09 .5) and the           
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formation and operation of the 'Korean food globalization team *'          

('October, September) 

-Since then, the Korean Food Foundation has been promoted in earnest through             

the establishment of the Korean Food Foundation (January 10.3), and the           

initial policy focuses on promoting Korean food at home and abroad. 

❍ As a result, Korean food awareness has increased ('11: 28.5% → '18: 53.7,               

based on New York), 

-Overseas Korean restaurants ('09: 116 stores → '18: 1,067), exports of            

traditional tofu ('10: $ 35 million → '18: 53), Michelin star designation *             

Korean restaurants 

* ('10) 0 places → ('18) 15 places (Layeon, Gaon, Kwon Sook-soo,             

Restaurant, Barn, Bichae, Gem, etc.) 

 

 

9. I found little information regarding achievements in 2018 or 2019 from            

KFPI website, what is the recent achievements from KFPI, if I may ask? 

9. KFPI 웹 사이트에서 2018 또는 2019의 성과에 대한 정보를 찾지           

못했습니다. KFPI의 최근 성과는 무엇입니까? 

(답변) 경영기획팀 

○ 한식진흥원 2018년도 성과 

 한식문화관 ‘꿈길’ 진로 체험처 등록 

 KTX매거진 발행(1.1~3.31) 

 한식산업 발전을 위한 정책포럼 개최(6회, 2.26~7.23) 

 지역별 음식자원 연계 음식관광상품 보급․홍보 업체별 설명회 개최 

 건강한食 서포터즈 발대 

 ‘세계인이 좋아하는 한식10선’ 개발 메뉴 전시 및 시식체험 

 2018 한식포털 고객 만족도 조사 실시(5.21~6.3) 
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 우수문화상품 지정제도 한식분야 공모 실시(6.3~22) 

 해외 전문가 초청 한국 식문화 교육(4개국, 9명 참여, 6.6~13) 

 해외 한식체험관 운영(북경한식체험관, 9.30) 

 한식요리 경연대회 참여 공관별 한식요리 개최 지원 

 해외한식당협의체 워크숍 개최 

○ 한식진흥원 2019년도 성과 

 ‘장, 세계인과 만나다’ 이벤트 개최(1.22) 

 한식문화관 설맞이 특별클래스 ‘남북한의 별별 떡국’ 개최(2.5~6) 

 3․1운동 100주년 기념 쿠킹클래스 ‘그날의 음식’ 개최(3.1~2) 

 청년한식당 20개 업체 국산식재료 지원사업 업무협약(5.20) 

 한․폴란드 음식문화교류전 개최(5.13) 

 시각장애인을 위한 ‘나누리 요리교실’ 개최(5.22, 28) 

 한식 교강사 교육 심화1과정 실시(6.26) 

 한 살림 공동기획 강좌(요리하자 2030, 씩씩한 내밥상) 개최 

 ‘전국팔도 우리술 즐기기’ 프로젝트 개최 

 한식 전문강사 해외교육기관 파견(인도, 7.12~9.16) 

 양파 음식박람회 개최(7.23) 

 

(Response) Management Planning Team 

○ 2018 Korean Food Promotion Institute 

Registered as a career experience center at the Korean Food Culture Center            

'Dream Road' 

KTX Magazine issued (1.1 ~ 3.31) 

Held a policy forum for Korean food industry development (6 times, 2.26 ~ 7.23) 

Held a briefing session for the distribution and promotion of food tourism            

products in connection with regional food resources 

Healthy eating supporters 
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Exhibition of “10 Korean Foods Favorite Koreans” Development Menu and          

Tasting Experience 

2018 Korean Food Portal Customer Satisfaction Survey (5.21 ~ 6.3) 

Contest for Korean food category for excellent cultural product designation          

system (6.3 ~ 22) 

Korean food culture education invited by overseas experts (4 countries, 9           

participants, 6.6 ~ 13) 

Overseas Korean Food Experience Center (Beijing Korean Food Experience         

Center, 9.30) 

Support for Korean foods held by each mission in the Korean food contest 

 Workshop on Overseas Korean Restaurant Council 

 

○ 2019 Korean Food Promotion Institute 

“Jang, Meet the World” Event (1.22) 

Held a special class 'Korean Rice Cake Soup in South and North Korea' (2.5 ~ 6) 

Cooking class “Food of the Day” to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the             

March 1st Movement (3.1 ~ 2) 

Business agreement with 20 Korean companies to support Korean food          

ingredients (5.20) 

Korea-Poland Food Culture Exchange Exhibition (5.13) 

'Nuriri Cooking Class' for the Blind (5.22, 28) 

Conducted 1st course of Korean food instructor education (6.26) 

Held a co-planning class (Let's Cook 2030, Strong Meals) 

'National Arms Enjoying Our Wine' Project 

Dispatched Korean education instructors to overseas educational institutions        

(India, 7.12 ~ 9.16) 

Onion Food Expo (7.23) 
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Zaini, Lecturer of University of Indonesia Interview 

Interview with Zaini 

2019-10-24, Email Interview 

(Translated into English) 

1. As a scholar that specializes in Korean culture, how is Hansik (Korean food)             

related to Korean culture? What kind of identity does Hansik represent South            

Korea as a nation? 

Answer: 

Speaking of Korean food (Hansik), derived from Hanguk eumsik, is actually a very             

broad conversation, like whether it is referred to the traditional Korean food or Korean              

food that has been influenced by other cultural food elements such as from China, Japan               

or Europe. Generally speaking, Korean food is, however indirectly, related to Korean            

culture that inherent in it, which includes various elements such as the presence of rice,               

which is usually placed in a small bowl (gereut in Korean) and not a plate (jeopsi ) like                 

in Indonesia, various side dishes (banchan ) whose numbers vary. From these elements            

we can say that there are cultural elements in it, especially in the presentation using               

spoons and chopsticks whose size is slightly longer than those used in Japan. Spoon is               

used for foods that have a broth like soup (guk ). 

 

 
 

From the example above it can be said that Hansik represents a very typical Korean food                

with a combination of quite varied food which characterizes the agrarian culture and             
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Confucian cultural values inherent in it as there is a balance in those combination. [Also]               

when eating at banquets, older people take precedence over the younger ones. 

 

2. In your opinion, is Hansik popular globally? What are the factors that make             

Hansik acceptable among foreigners? 

Answer: 

In my opinion, the growing popularity of Hansik cannot be separated from the influence              

of Korean culture which is increasingly known through the Hallyu (Korean Wave).            

Starting from the spread and interest of K-Drama; K-Pop, K-Fashion and then K-food.             

So, without Hallyu it looks like Hansik or, in general, we can call it as K-food won't                 

spread as fast as it is now. Now, for example, it is really easy to find Korean food                  

products in big cities in Indonesia. This indirectly is the result of the increasingly              

popular Korean culture in Indonesia which affect the popularity of Hansik. This can be              

seen, for example, in the Blok S , South Jakarta where Korean restaurants are             12

mushrooming, when we go there, [we can see that diners] who come to visit not only                

Korean people but also many Indonesians, to taste various kinds of Korean food. 

 

3. Do you agree with a statement that states Hansik can be used as a tool for South                 

Korean cultural diplomacy? Please provide your further reasons of why you           

agree. 

Answer: 

Yes, I agree with the statement that Hansik is an element of South Korean cultural               

diplomacy. This is considering that in the present, various ways are done to improve              

relations between nations, as in the emergence of soft power. Therefore, Hansik can also              

be said to be South Korea's soft power in the form of gastrodiplomacy, improving              

international relations through food or culinary. 

 

12 Name of location in South Jakarta. 
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That's the answer I can give. I apologize if my answers might have been too short or                 

unsatisfactory. Thanks. 

 

 

Regards, 

Zaini 

 

(In Indonesian) 

1. Sebagai seorang akademisi yg berfokus di bidang kebudayaan Korea,         

bagaimanakah Hansik (makanan Korea) terkait dengan kebudayaan Korea?        

Identitas seperti apakah yg direpresentasikan oleh Hansik terhadap Korsel         

sebagai suatu bangsa? 

Jawab: 

Berbicara tentang makanan Korea (Hansik ) yang dalam bahasa Korea lengkapnya          

Hanguk eumsik sebenarnya cakapannya begitu luas, apakah yang dimaksud dengan          

makanan tradisional Korea atau makanan Korea yang sudah dipengaruhi unsur-unsur          

makanan budaya lain seperti Cina, Jepang atau Eropah. Kalau bicara secara umum            

tentang makanan Korea secara tidak langsung terkait dengan budaya Korea yang           

melekat di dalamnya, yang meliputi berbagai unsur seperti adanya nasi, yang biasanya            

ditempatkan dalam mangkuk kecil (gereut dalam bahasa Korea) dan bukan piring           

(jeopsi ) seperti di Indonesia, berbagai lauk pauk dan makanan pendamping (banchan )           

yang jumlahnya beragam. Dari unsur-unsur yang ada ini kita dapat mengatakan bahwa            

terdapat unsur kebudayaan di dalamnya terutama di dalam penyajiannya dengan          

menggunakan sendok dan sumpit yang ukurannya sedikit lebih panjang dibandingkan          

dengan yang digunakan di Jepang. Sendok digunakan untuk makanan yang ada unsur            

kuahnya seperti sup (guk ). 
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Dari contoh gambar di atas dapat dikatakan bahwa di dalam Hansik itu            

merepresentasikan makanan yang sangat khas Korea dengan kombinasi makanan yang          

cukup bervariatif yang mencirikan budaya agraris dan nilai-nilai budaya Konfusian yang           

melekat di dalamnya seperti adanya keseimbangan dalam kombinasinya. Pada saat          

makan dalam perjamuan, orang tua lebih didahulukan daripada yang lebih muda. 

 
2. Menurut anda, apakah Hansik populer di mata dunia? Faktor apa yang           

membuat Hansik dapat diterima di kalangan orang asing? 

Jawab: 

Menurut saya semakin populernya Hansik tidak lepas dari pengaruh budaya Korea yang            

semakin dikenal melalui Hallyu (Korean Wave). Di mulai dari menyebar dan           

diminatinya K-Drama ; K-Pop, K-Fashion hingga kemudian K-food . Jadi tanpa Hallyu          

sepertinya Hansi k atau secara umum dapat kita sebut K-food tidak akan menyebar            

secepat seperti sekarang. Sekarang misalnya kita dengan mudah menjumpai         

produk-produk makanan Korea di kota-kota besar di Indonesia. Ini secara tidak langsung            

dari semakin populernya budaya Korea di Indonesia dan berdampak semakin dikenalnya           

Hansik. Ini dapat dilihat misalnya di bilangan Blok S, Jakarta Selatan di mana             

menjamurnya rumah makan-rumah makan Korea, pada saat kita ke sana yang datang            

berkunjung bukan hanya orang-orang Korea saja tetapi juga banyak orang Indonesia           

untuk mencicipi makanan Korea yang beragam jenisnya. 
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3. Apakah anda setuju terhadap pernyataan Hansik menjadi alat diplomasi         

budaya Korsel? Mohon berikan alasan anda lebih lanjut tentang mengapa anda           

setuju.     

Jawab: 

Ya, saya setuju Hansik sebagai unsur diplomasi budaya Korea Selatan. Hal ini            

mengingat pada masa sekarang ini berbagai cara dilakukan untuk meningkatkan          

hubungan antar bangsa, seperti munculnya soft power. Jadi Hansik bisa juga dikatakan            

sebagai soft power Korea Selatan dalam wujud gastrodiplomasi, meningkatkan         

hubungan antarbangsa melalui makanan atau kuliner. 

 

Demikian jawaban yang dapat saya berikan. Mohon maaf kalau mungkin jawaban saya            

terlalu singkat atau tidak memuaskan. Terima kasih. 

 
Salam, 
 
Zaini 
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